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Part I: Statement of the Problem
Introduction
The enactment of P.L. 94-142, also known as the Education for 
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, marked the culmination of a 
decade's efforts to promote regular class placement for handicapped 
students. This law, accompanied by continuing legal, financial and 
social pressures makes it even more likely that special needs students 
will be increasingly integrated into regular classrooms.
Rather than train a large number of new personnel, current 
legislation provides for the systematic retraining of existing person­
nel to fulfill mainstreaming requirements. Regular education teachers, 
with the help of their colleagues in special education, are now expected 
to manage the educational programs of special needs children. To 
manage such programs, regular class teachers need new skills and hence 
more preparation through inservice training.
Regular educators need to meet these new instructional and 
management challenges because they are the indispensable professionals 
who carry the primary responsibility for mainstreaming. The manner 
in which such teachers respond to the needs of the special student 
may be a far more potent variable in determining the success of main- 
streaming than any administrative or curricular scheme— obviously, 
handicapped children can be most effectively helped to reach their
2potential by teachers who have acquired the basic attitudes, skills and 
techniques for teaching these children (Larrivee, 1979).
As Larrivee (1979) notes, regular classroom teachers are often un­
certain whether they possess the information, techniques and competencies 
necessary to deal with exceptional children in regular classroom settings. 
They also increasingly realize that lack of adequate knowledge impairs 
the incapacity to deal effectively with the learning problems of special 
needs children (Knight, 1979).
Overview of the SPECTRE Project
In response to this perceived need for mainstreaming-relevant 
regular teacher inservice in the Southern Nevada region, the Depart­
ment of Special Education at The University of Nevada, Las Vegas imple­
mented the federally funded "Special Education Curriculum and Training 
for Regular Educators" Program (Project SPECTRE) in June, 1979. The 
SPECTRE Project is principally designed to provide special education­
relevant inservice training for regular classroom teachers located in 
Southern Nevada's sparsely populated rural, remote county schools and 
school districts. This training focuses upon the development and en­
hancement of teacher skills in identifying, diagnosing and programming 
for handicapped children in regular classroom settings.
During each of the project years, training will be provided for 
four groups of regular elementary and secondary level classroom teachers 
drawn from Clark County's isolated rural schools and the Lincoln, Nye-
3Esmeralda and White Pine County School Districts. While instructional 
content, practica and follow-up activities are the same for all teacher- 
trainees, different types of content exposition are pursued for each 
group.
Trainee acquisition and subsequent field-relevant application of 
all instructional content, as well as changes in attitude toward the 
handicapped and their integration into the educational mainstream, are 
evaluated throughout the project. Such evaluation not only focuses 
upon determination of the relative outcome competence of various 
trainees/mode of instructional exposition, but also upon eventual de­
terminations of the relative cost effectiveness of each instructional 
mode.
In this latter context, consideration of the relative cost effec­
tiveness of the four different modes of content exposition is a sub­
ordinate but nonetheless important purpose of this project. To this 
end, the relative outcome competence of trainees is assessed for each 
mode and determinations of cost effectiveness/proportion of trainees 
reaching or exceeding competence criteria shall be effected.
As Smith and Pasternack (1977) have suggested, "Remote, sparsely 
populated regions, with small, widely scattered population bases, 
experience service delivery problems which are more severe than those 
found in typical rural settings. Besides the shortage of qualified 
personnel, complications are caused by vast expanses of rugged terrain 
with few or widely scattered population centers, limited accessibility 
by conventional modes of transportation and communication, serious
limitations in available educational resources, and inadequate funding 
and law enrollments." The authors have provided a description of the 
service delivery problems in the state of Nevada.
In the pursuit of its principal and subordinate purposes, the 
SPECTRE Project pursues realization of the following general objectives
1. The facilitation and enhancement of the working operations of 
regular classroom teachers with handicapped children in rural 
and remote schools.
1.1 The improvement of regular classroom teacher skills in 
identifying, diagnosing and referring handicapped 
children;
1.2 The improvement of regular classroom teachers' skills 
germane to appropriate teaching strategies for handi­
capped children in regular classroom settings;
1.3 The modification and/or enhancement of regular classroom 
teacher affective perceptions toward specific handicapped 
children.
2. The determination of the relative cost effectiveness of four 
modes of inservice content exposure with regular classroom 
teachers drawn from four rural settings.
Pursuant to the realization of the second major objective, Project 
SPECTRE is designed to provide and measure the relative effectiveness 
of four discrete types of instruction given to four discrete groups 
of regular teacher trainees. These groups include:
a. An instructional packet group, whose principal exposure to
our inservice content comes through completion of an instruc-
tional packet of relevant special educational materials. 
Throughout August of each project year, participants in this 
group study packet materials without further instructional 
involvement and complete a post-test at month1s-end. Partici­
pant's satisfactory study of these materials is reinforced by 
making their completion contingent upon the granting of three 
free university credits, graded on an "independent study, pass- 
fail" basis. The instructional packets consist of printed 
materials which reflect the essential content of our inservice. 
These materials focus upon basic definitions and characteristics 
of handicapping conditions, illustrative, identification and 
diagnostic techniques, relevant teaching strategies and pro­
gramming, I.E.P.-relevant materials, etc.
In each fall period, participants are involved in an on-site 
practicum with consultation and supervision provided by univer­
sity special education personnel. This practica focuses upon 
participant application of instructional content with specific 
handicapped children in their own regular class settings. Three 
free university credits are provided all participants to rein­
force their appropriate involvement. Participant applications 
of content are evaluated at the end of the practica and a 
second content-acquisition post-test is to be given.
During Spring, 1980, all participants receive regularly sched­
uled, follow-up consultive services from university special 
education personnel. Follow-up services concentrate upon 
practical classroom problems observed during the previous 
practica and their appropriate solutions.
A master teacher institute group, whose principal exposure to 
inservice content comes through instruction provided by a local 
school district-employed master teacher. This instruction is 
facilitated by university personnel who brief the instructor, 
provide all relevant materials, but provide no direct on-site 
instruction.
Participants in this group attend an on-site one week, 40 clock 
hour-institute held during August of each project period which 
covers basic definitions and characteristics of handicapping 
conditions, identification and diagnostic techniques, relevant 
teaching and programming strategies, etc. This institute is 
taught as a standard inservice course, utilizing instructor 
presentations, relevant audio-visual media and materials (in­
cluding the previously described instructional packet materials) 
and small group instructional activities.
Participant acquisition of content is pretested and post-tested 
at the beginning and end of the institute. Participant in­
volvement in the institute is reinforced through the granting 
of three free university credits with "pass-fail" grades con­
tingent upon class participation, the completion of assigned 
tasks, and the post-test.
In each fall period, all participants are involved in an on­
site practicum identical in content, activity and evaluation 
to that already described for the "instructional packet group." 
Follow-up activities similar to those already cited for the 
instructional packet group are pursued during each spring 
period.
c. A university personnel institute group, whose principal expo­
sure to inservice content comes through instruction provided 
by a university level instructor employed by the Department of 
Special Education at The University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Par­
ticipants in this group attend a local, on-site one week, 40 
clock hour-institute held during August of each project period, 
utilizing the same instructional methods and exposing the same 
content as that given to the "master teacher institute group." 
Acquisition of content is evaluated in a manner identical to 
that discussed for the first two groups, and three free univer­
sity credits are provided each participant, with grading con­
tingent upon class participation, completion of assigned tasks 
and the post-test. Similar fall practica and spring follow-
up activities are also provided all trainees.
d. A university campus institute group, whose principal exposure 
to inservice content comes through instruction provided by 
personnel of the Department of Special Education at The Univer­
sity of Nevada, Las Vegas. Participants in this group attend
a one-week, 40 clock hour-institute held on The University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas campus. Instructional content, materials 
and methodologies, evaluation and grading procedures and 
university credit waivers are identical to those cited for 
other institute groups. Fall practica and spring follow-up 
activities are also identically pursued for this group.
While the instructional content of the four institutes reflected the 
structure developed for the instructional packet groups, it became 
obvious that a different form of "instruction" must occur with the
8implementation of the various practica. In the former circumstance a 
bound book of readings was developed whose content could be assimilated 
either through independent study or as a supplement to classroom instruc­
tion. Since practica, on the other hand, occurred in the participating 
teachers' classroom under intermittent university instruction, supple­
mentary reading material, while necessary, had to reflect the field­
relevant needs of the site. To meet this need the project explored the 
use of instructional modules to highlight areas of instructional emphasis 
during various phases of the practica.
Instructional Modules: Basic Rationales
Arends (1972) defines instructional modules as sets of learning 
activities including rationale, objectives, pre-assessment and post­
assessment which are intended to facilitate the learner's acquisition 
of content and demonstrations of competency related to specified objec­
tives. Modules are an effective way of delivering content on an individ­
ual basis. They have been utilized successfully in many competency- 
based teacher education programs, in the federally funded Teacher Corps 
Program, in nursing programs and independent study courses. Modules 
have been designed for both pre-service and inservice training. Because 
of their flexibility, modules have become an integral part of many 
teacher preparation programs (i.e., in inservice programs for teachers, 
staff development and/or Dean's Grant projects and in informal instruc­
tional situations where individual activities are emphasized).
Media, such as films or filmstrips, extend the range of possibil­
ities for such utilizations. Concerns for developed competencies have
9added Impetus to their use, since the need for specification in objec­
tives, activities and outcomes has made module production and utiliza­
tion both a professional skill and an expected experience (Houston,
1977).
Weber and Rathbone (1978) describe an instructional module as a 
series of learning activities that facilitate student achievement and 
demonstration of certain objectives. They state that the use of instruc­
tional modules increases the possibilities for alternative means of 
instruction, the individualization and personalization of instruction 
and for self-pacing within both the module and the total program se­
quence. As the competencies required of students change, modules can 
be added, modified or deleted. In this context self-pacing ensures 
that students are able to acquire competencies relevant to the objec­
tives of each module at their own rates of learning. In their dis­
cussions of modules, Kean and Dodl (1976) note that they should:
1. be objective-oriented;
2. be easily evaluated;
3. be readily subject to change (material can easily be
added or deleted from them);
4. provide a more flexible use of a student's time;
5. provide a form of individualized instruction which is
"self-directed"; and
6. convey activities which are varied.
Speiker (1978) found that school-based inservice programs which 
emphasize self-instruction by teachers have a strong record of effec­
tiveness. He also noted that inservice education programs that are
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"individualized" are more likely to accomplish their objectives than 
are programs that have common activities for all participants, a point 
also made by Ingersoll (1978). In effect, inservice programs which 
place teachers in active roles constructing and generalizing individ­
ualized materials, ideas and behavior are more likely to accomplish 
their objectives than those characteristic of massed (and essentially 
passive) instruction.
A number of writers suggest that inservice education can be facil­
itated through strategies that make allowances for individual strengths 
and weaknesses of teachers for the pleasures of constructive self- 
improvement (Rubin, 1971). This approach must also emphasize instruc­
tional alternatives, for as Rubin (1971) points out:
1. Teachers must be given time and resources with which to assess 
their professional needs and to carry on self-improvement 
activities.
2. The continuing education of the teacher should bear directly 
upon the problem he or she encounters in his or her work.
3. Most inservice education activities should be carried on 
within the setting in which the learners work together.
4. A systematic program should be developed based on a needs 
assessment.
Rubin also notes that inservice educational efforts are likely to be 
ineffective whenever they are not adequately funded, undertaken with 
minimal planning and/or their effectiveness is not rigorously evaluated.
Instructional Modules: Current Deficiencies and Needs
The need for instructional modules (and indeed for extensive in- 
service in special education as a field) is contained by at least
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implication in the mandates for such training set forth in section 613 
of P.L. 94-142. This section states that each state shall develop a 
plan specifying "A Comprehensive System of Personnel Development" which 
sets forth:
(a) the development and implementation of a comprehensive 
system of personnel development which shall include the 
inservice training of general and special educational 
instructional and support personnel, detailed procedures 
to assure that all personnel necessary to carry out the 
purposes of the Act are appropriately and adequately pre­
pared and trained, and effective procedures for acquiring 
and disseminating to teachers and administrators of pro­
grams for handicapped children significant information 
derived from educational research, demonstration, and 
similar projects, and (b) adopting, where appropriate, 
promising educational practices and materials developed 
through such projects.
While this implementation of this law has engendered a number of 
articles on the need for inservice in special education (Agne and 
Ducharme, 1977), (Boote, 1975), (Redden, 1976), (Reynolds and Birch,
1977), (Smith and Pasternack, 1977), (Zawadski, 1974) and some on 
approaches to inservice with specific populations, (Agne, R., Ducharme, 
Ed., Daniel, P., O'Connel, 1976), (Bishop, 1976), (Carrol, 1975), 
(Hutson, 1979), (Joyce, 1978), (King, Hayes and Newman, 1977), (Koehn, 
J., 1977), the available literature on the function of instructional 
modules in special education-relevant inservice training is virtually 
non-existant. In the course of initial module development, the author 
corresponded with every State Department of Education, the National 
Inservice Network, the National Support System Project, Teacher Corps 
at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Hicks, 1979), more than sixty 
BEH-funded inservice programs and the major area Learning Resource 
Centers. A few states or inservice projects are presently developing
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packets or modules, primarily for facilitators, involving special educa­
tion content for inservice training— (Stolonovow, 1979), (California 
Regional Resource Center, Los Angeles, California, 1979), (Midwest 
Regional Resource Center, Des Moines, Iowa, 1978). The University of 
Kansas Medical Center, Children Rehabilitation Unit, is developing sev­
eral modules under their Inservice Vocational Training Project (Reggen,
1978). Several state educational agencies and BEH-funded projects have 
already developed information materials on parental involvement or 
"individualized educational programming," but none qualify as instruc­
tional modules. Lundholm of the National Support Systems Project, 
University of Minnesota reported that "there are no instructional 
packets for teachers currently available." Obviously, the whole topic 
of module development as a supplement to special educational formal in- 
service and/or practica instruction is an area in search of literature!
Overview of the SPECTRE Modules
To compensate for perceived deficiencies in instructional content 
in special education inservice practica for regular classroom teachers, 
five potential instructional module topics were designated as applica­
ble to the SPECTRE Project. Module topics included "Teacher Observa­
tion Skills," "Informal Assessment," "Task Analysis Procedures,"
"Writing Instructional Objectives" and "Curricular Modification." These 
topics were determined through analysis of the Project SPECTRE Needs 
Assessment Survey and informal feedback obtained from SPECTRE practica 
participants during Fall, 1979.
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Subsequent to the analysis of all relevant needs assessment data and 
its informal reiteration by SPECTRE participants, a sample module cov­
ering "Teacher Observation Skills" was selected for subsequent develop­
ment and elaboration by the author. This module topic was selected for 
two reasons: a) The topic was judged by SPECTRE staff to address a more 
critical need of project participants than those reflected in the other 
four topics and b) While the available formal literature on module 
development procedures is currently sparse (as we have already noted 
in our review of such literature) informal written materials germane to 
teacher observation skills was more than sufficient to facilitate this 
topic's full exposition, as the subsequent section will amply show.
Teacher-Relevant Observation Systems - Current Literature
Observation techniques of various sorts have historically provided 
the data for the most profound research in both the social sciences and 
education. In the latter field particularly, the works of Barker, Honers, 
Koinin and Medley have illustrated the use of formal observation tech­
niques, while Jean Piaget based much of his writing over five decades 
on his informal and formal observations of child development (Brandt, 
1975).
Observation techniques specific to the work of classroom teachers 
also have deep historical roots. As early as 1914 Horn, for example, 
developed an observational recording system which required a small cir­
cle to be recorded on a seating chart each time a student was called 
on to recite. A square was recorded when the student responded.
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As Brandt (1975) noted in his review of teacher-relevant and other 
types of observation techniques the act of observing, in both past and 
current times, has been pursued in various non-systematic and systematic 
ways. Observations consisting of informally observed situations, actions, 
or settings, followed by the recording of those considered to be signifi­
cant are regarded as non-systematic. In non-systematic observation there 
is no overall plan nor any predetermination made concerning which set 
of behaviors are to be recorded. Systematic observation on the other 
hand, is planned observation characterized by pre-determined behaviors 
or categories of behavior and by formal wording of the extent to which 
those behaviors are demonstrated (Brandt, 1975) and (Rosenshine and 
Furst, 1973).
While unsystematic observation is not to be wholly disparaged, 
systematic observation is far more commonly recommended for classroom 
situations. Of the 92 formal observational systems cited by Simon and 
Boyer (1967, 1970 a,b), for example, 76 are specifically noted as appli­
cable in public school settings— and all are, in varying degrees, 
systematic.
While there are a large number of discrete observational recording 
systems, such systems can yet be classified in various ways. As 
Rosenshine and Furst (1973) suggest, observational instruments can be 
divided into categories which either reflect; (a) the recording pro­
cedure employed; (b) the format used for coding performance and/or 
(c) individual or collective content differences. Each of the cate­
gories in turn yield to logical subcategories and related expositions.
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As Rosenshine and Furst (1973) further note, recording procedures 
are essentially designed to account for either category systems, sign 
systems or rating systems. When a behavior is recorded each time it 
occurs, the instrument is classified as a category system. According 
to Rosenshine and Furst (1973), this subsystem comprises the most widely 
used observational recording procedure.
Sign systems, on the other hand, require the observer to record a 
given behavior only once during a specified time period, no matter how 
often it happens. Both this and the category system are fairly precise 
since they do not rely upon observer bias (Gage, 1969) (Rosenshine,
1970).
Finally, rating systems enable the observer to give an overall 
estimate of the variable or variables being examined. As Medley and 
Mitzel (1963) note, this latter procedure usually occurs at the end of 
an observation period. More than the other systems, observer bias can 
affect the accuracy of its results.
The format employed to code performance is also capable of certain 
variation, for subdivided or multiple formats are both feasible. Mul­
tiple coding formats are designed so that each behavior can be coded in 
more than one coding dimension. In the subdivided format, each coded 
behavior appears in only one category of the instrument (Cole, Kitova, 
Rickert, 1978). While most observation instruments use a subdivided 
format, a growing number of formal observational instruments use mul­
tiple coding (Flanders, 1970).
Variations in teacher-observation instrument content most typically 
reflect the specific purposes of their designs (Cartwright and Cartwright,
16
1974). Since the ranges of purposes far outweighs that of formats or 
systems some pertinent examples should be noted.
Some observation instruments are used to evaluate and monitor 
instructional programs such as that employed by Lindwall and Cox (1970) 
which was designed to evaluate individually prescribed instruction. In 
the same vein Wright (1967) used an observation instrument to monitor 
teacher-pupil interactions in selected mathematics programs in Minnesota. 
Both instruments were capable of yielding program-specific information 
that could be used to evaluate and revise educational programs.
Other observation recording systems are designed primarily for the 
purpose of training teachers. These instruments provide feedback to 
trainees germane to their teaching performance, and hence serve as an 
aid to the enhancement of instruction (Hough & Ducan, 1970) (Amidon,
1967).
Finally, teacher-relevant observation instruments have been used 
to study aspects of teacher-student interaction. To this end various 
instruments have been employed to study the relationship between class­
room behavior and underachievement (Perkins, 1965), the relationship 
between teacher characteristics and student behavior, (Wallen, 1964) 
(Anderson, 1970) and the relationship between pupil attitudes toward 
subject matter and teachers (Flander, Morrison & Brode, 1968).
In addition to these somewhat formal types of instruments and corol­
lary observation systems, a variety of systematic, but nonetheless in­
formal, observation systems also merit consideration. Informal obser­
vational recording systems are commonly employed in classroom contexts by 
teachers. They include anecdotal records, employment of checklists, partici­
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pation charts, rating scales, time sampling frequency counts and duration 
records (Cartwright and Cartwright, 1974). While studies covering the 
various informal systems are less extensive than that attending the more 
formal types, ample research dealing with frequency counting, duration 
and time sampling should be noted. In a study by Hall, Axelrod, 
Foundopoulos, Schellman, Campbell and Cranston (1971), for example, the 
frequency of students leaving their seats without permission was re­
corded by the teacher using simple pencil marks on a sheet of paper 
listing the children's names. Similarly, Wright and Hawkins (1970) 
studied "tattling" behavior, by having the teacher and teacher aide 
simply tally such acts on paper, and Koopman (1970) investigated 
"blurting out" answers by having the teacher tally the frequency of 
the behavior with the whole class during 30 minute discussion periods.
Finally, Bairish, Saunders and Wolf (1969) used such recording to 
structure a "good" behavior game to reduce the frequency of out-of­
seat and talking out behavior. Since the various children were divided 
into teams, violation of one of the rules of "good" behavior resulted in 
the teacher placing a mark on the board against the offending child's 
team, with the end result that the team with the fewest marks won the 
game. In this way frequency recording was not only used to measure 
behavior but also to modify it.
As Hall (1970) has noted, while frequency recording is an appro­
priate measurement technique for a wide variety of classroom behaviors, 
it is not always suitable. For example, a record showing that a child 
was out-of-his seat only once in the morning would be misleading if 
the child left his seat early in the day and never returned to it. In
18
this instance duration recording would be more appropriate, for it pre­
cisely indicates the amount of time an individual engages in a particu­
lar behavior.
Duration recording is illustrated by the Carena and Jacobson (1971) 
study where a teacher obtained a record of the time it took her sixth- 
grade students to prepare for work each class period by checking the time 
when every child was in his seat and quiet. The difference between the 
scheduled beginning and the children's "ready" time comprised evidence 
of duration.
In this context teachers can use stop watches to record the duration 
of some types of classroom behavior. In an experiment by Hopkins,
Schutte and Garton (1971), for example, the teacher used a stop watch 
to determine how long it took each of her first and second graders to 
copy printing or writing assignments. As soon as all the children had 
sharpened their pencils and received their papers, the teacher started 
a stop watch and instructed the class to begin the assignment. A stu­
dent finishing his assignment brought it to the teacher who noted the 
time on the stop watch; thereby, the teacher obtained a duration record 
for each of the child's writing assignments.
Pursuant to time sampling, a series of studies at the University 
of Vermont (McKenzie, 1970) indicated that teachers can use such assess­
ments very effectively in their classrooms. Typically, the teachers 
measured a youngster's "attending" behavior daily for thirty minutes. 
Either a wall clock or stop watch was used to determine when a measure­
ment was due. If a child was attending to a classroom task, the teacher 
recorded a "+" in the appropriate box; if he was not attending, the
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teacher nodded or raised a pencil at the instant that both she and an 
outside observer were to note the child's behavior. The agreement be­
tween the teacher and the second observer exceeded 85%.
In summary, both formal and informal observation systems are pro­
cedures feasible for classroom teacher use. As many authors have 
noted, teachers often employ unsystematic observation techniques which 
could be readily systematized with minimal training (Hall, 1968) (Lovitt, 
1970) (McKenzie, 1970) (Worrell and Nelson, 1974) (Walker, 1979) (Wallace, 
McLaughlin, 1979). As these studies have shown, classroom teachers have 
been successfully trained to perform a variety of systematic observation 
procedures.
Implications and Conclusions 
Effective inservice training for regular educators is now and shall 
continue to be a critical need for teacher training programs, state 
educational agencies, local school districts and teacher organizations. 
Given the mandates of P.L. 94-142, all teachers must eventually receive 
meaningful special education-relevant inservice training.
In rural and remote sparsely populated school districts, however, 
it is neither economically feasible nor, perhaps, even possible to pro­
vide both direct instructional and supportive practica activities with­
out employment of some type of printed supplementary material. This 
material must necessarily extend instruction in such areas, for their 
very remoteness often precludes the more extensive instructional con­
tact available on university campuses. The emerging development of 
instructional modules reflects one of the profession's more logical 
attempts to address this pressing need.
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There are, of course, other equally compelling rationales for 
module development at this time. As we have already indicated, the 
available literature (and corresponding research) on module development 
and module effectiveness is presently sparse. Few modules have been 
or are now being developed to supplement inservice training and demand, 
for such content is very great. Until additional modules, including 
the present effort, are developed, documentation and assessment of 
their effectiveness must remain an unresolved issue.
In contrast to traditional on-campus inservice training programs, 
particularly those involving populations from remote areas, the use of 
instructional modules could significantly reduce instructional costs. 
While the initial printing cost of modules is relatively high, their 
mass employment makes their use cheaper than the aggregate costs of 
instructors, participant transportation and per diem expenditures 
typical of most inservices.
At the same time, modules represent a means of individualizing 
instruction, since they can be structured to the needs of each partici­
pant learner. Their pre and post assessment, additionally, can provide 
immediate feedback on progress to the individual student. Finally, 
instructional modules can be utilized in pre-service as well as in- 
service programs, in urban as well as rural settings.
For all of these reasons, module development to supplement, and 
in some circumstances, supplant more traditional forms of instruction 
in special education, is an area of great potential interest and activ­
ity. The present paper is an initial step toward the realization of 
such potential.
Part II: Methodological and Procedural Considerations
Introduction
The developmental course of our Teacher Observation Skills Module 
fits into a pattern which can be followed by other module units. In its 
initial phase, relevant module objectives were determined and a corres­
ponding format governing the presentation of content adopted. Specific 
instructional strategies, learner activities, exercises, consumer progress 
and satisfaction assessment instruments were then developed. The module 
was then field tested with selected Project SPECTRE participants drawn 
from the Clark County Public Schools. Evaluative results obtained from 
these participants were used to effect modifications in module objectives 
and content prior to their finalization. A diagram further illustrating 
the module development process is provided on the following page.
In its final form, prerequisite skills are cited for the module 
since such "entry-level skills" have been indicated as a precondition to 
successful participant performance. These skills are accompanied by 
statements of relevant objectives/content area. Related instructional 
activities have been made congruent with the determined needs of partici­
pants. To this end, the design of instructional activities emphasized 
(where appropriate) the employment of simplified content and practice ex­
ercises germane to the realization of specific objectives. Material ref­
erences also accompany the module to provide useful sources of information 
to students needing additional help.
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To appraise participant progress effectiveness, pre and post-tests 
have been developed. These assessments reflect participant attainment 
of both knowledge and competence related to specific objectives. To 
supplement these measures of "consumer progress," the relative appro­
priateness of the module is also evaluated by participants, thus pro­
viding the SPECTRE Project with a corollary assessment of "consumer 
satisfaction."
Specific Module Analysis
A clearer understanding of purposes and thrust of the "Teacher 
Observation Skills" module can be obtained not only from inspection of 
the overall module submitted as an appendix to this dissertation, but 
also from a summary review of its specific rationales and objectives. 
This module, which is designed for both pre-service and inservice 
training in either a rural or urban setting, possesses the following 
general characteristics:
a. general rationales and objectives which indicate the nature 
of the module and its relationship to other objectives or 
activities;
b. specific objectives which specify learnings to be achieved 
when the module is used as indicated;
c. specified activities which may include reading generaliza­
tion activities based on the printed materials, individual 
activities, worksheets, exercises and examples;
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d. learning which relates to particular modes of activity of 
performance levels which range from simple knowledge of some 
concept to its direct application in the classroom; and
e. pre and post assessment of module content to indicate 
participant gain in knowledge and (where appropriate) 
application.
Besides these characteristics, the module includes a rationale 
statement and corollary objectives which are designed to help partici­
pants understand the skills the module fosters and realize their impor­
tance. First, in terms of its general rationale, the module recognizes 
that many complex interactions between students and teachers take place 
each school day. Often teachers do not really observe events which 
occur in the classroom. This lack of observation reduces the teacher’s 
effectiveness as an instructional decision-maker. Unfortunately, while 
one's relative observational skills are learned, most teacher education 
programs do not effectively promote such learning. To more fully under­
stand their students and make intelligent instructional decisions based 
on such understanding, teachers must use systematic observational tech­
niques. To employ such techniques properly, teachers must, therefore, 
not only understand the purposes of observing, but also plan for its 
occurrence. Without both a rationale and a methodology, observation 
loses its effectiveness. Only when the teacher has a thorough under­
standing of the observation process can valuable information be obtained.
Second, in terms of specific objectives, participants must demon­
strate, at the conclusion of this module, their observational skills by 
being able to:
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a. define observation;
b. state the major reasons for conducting systematic observation;
c. identify the basic types of observation recording systems and 
match them with their major characteristics;
d. describe the purpose for and the use of each type of obser­
vation record;
e. pinpoint behavior;
f. conduct an observation using an anecdotal record;
g. prepare a checklist to be utilized in a classroom setting;
h. prepare a rating scale to be utilized in a classroom
setting;
i. identify a behavior and conduct a frequency count;
j. prepare a participation chart to be utilized in a classroom 
setting;
k. conduct an observation using baseline data;
1. identify behavior and conduct a time sample for frequency 
and duration; and 
m. conduct an observation and graph the data.
Procedural Limitations
Limitations germane to available literature
The Project SPECTRE needs' assessment delineated observation as 
an area of concern. Subsequently, project staff pinpointed the module 
as a suitable format for presentation of such information. Unfortunately, 
a review of the literature and field research on module development 
provided few definitive guidelines for development of the present
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module. In point of fact, the most typical comments from agencies sur­
veyed suggested that module development itself was an area in search of 
formal literature.
At the same time available literature concerning observation method­
ologies suggested, by implication at least, two major limitations rele­
vant to the development of the present module. First, although sufficient 
literature on the specific topic existed, its applicability to regular 
classroom teachers was limited; i.e., it was judged to be too technical 
for their mastery or implementation. Stated another way, much of the 
information was formal in nature, more suited to the practice of clinicians 
and social scientists than classroom teachers. Further, informal obser­
vation techniques, including teacher-made instruments designed for use 
by regular classroom teachers in a typical classroom setting were in 
short supply.
Second, the prevailing literature observation, whether designed 
for teachers or specialists, tended toward specific theoretical biases 
not always applicable to the milieu of the teacher. For example, where 
one manual or textbook would exclusively reflect a radical behavioristic 
approach to observation, another would reflect an ecological view.
Given these limitations the author determined that a simplified 
approach was needed— one where observation skills and methodologies 
germane to the classroom practice of regular education teachers was 
stressed. It was further determined that the module would be relatively 
free (to all possible extent) from theoretical orientations to promote 
its applicability in regular classroom settings.
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Target population limitations
Limitations pursuant to the target population also required con­
sideration germane to the development of this module. To this end the 
following aspects of regular classroom teacher operations warranted 
consideration:
a. The first responsibility of regular classroom teachers is 
instruction. The amount of time available for undivided 
attention to any observational recording is limited and 
irregular.
b. Regular classroom teachers vary in their knowledge of obser­
vational terminology and techniques. Given their time limita­
tions materials stressing this content should employ relatively 
unsophisticated terminology and style.
c. The major concern of regular classroom teachers is the 
education of their students, both normal and handicapped.
Over emphasis of special education practices such as referral 
procedures and the development of I.E.P.'s could serve to 
alienate the target population. If this were to occur the 
primary purpose of the module, providing a practical guide
to observation of all individual pupils, would not be 
realized.
d. Regular classroom teachers take pride in expanding their 
techniques, especially if such techniques can be adapted to 
their classroom settings. For this reason observation tech­
niques should span a broad range of theoretical options to 
reach an equally broad practitioner audience.
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e. Regular classroom teachers are more likely to implement obser­
vation techniques when they are encouraged to apply them 
directly to their own practice. To this end, practical 
application activities to illustrate critical aspects of 
content were incorporated within the module context.
These limitations tended to reinforce those already cited as impli­
cations of the various literature reviews. In summary, both considera­
tions led to the development of a simplified module, one which focused 
upon the special needs of regular classroom teachers. Such a module 
would not only be practical and action-centered, but also relatively 
atheoretical in orientation. In such a module primary emphases were 
given to specific recording systems which stressed the measuring of 
behavioral frequencies, duration and time sampling techniques as well 
as graphing, participation charts and baseline recording.
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Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this paper, the following definitions are 
operable:
Action inference— Summary of several acts of behavior stated in 
such a manner that a direction for further observation, or a possible 
means of changing the behavior is implied.
Anecdotal records— Recorded continous observations of unantici­
pated, ongoing behaviors, events, or incidents. A factual written 
description of an incident that has been observed.
Anecdotal summary— Recommendations based upon the behaviors 
recorded on an anecdotal record.
Baseline recording— The record of the frequency of the behavior 
before an attempt is made to influence that behavior.
Base rate— Determined by noting the frequency of behavior within 
an indicated time period.
Behavior— Actions of an individual that can be seen heard or 
measured. Observable, countable, reportable acts.
Changing alternative scale— Rating scale using different sets of 
alternatives to rate dimensions of a behavior.
Checklist— A list or series of statements objectively describing 
an anticipated behavior or behaviors. A set of words in the form of 
items on a list in order to check the existence or non-existence of 
certain behavior traits or learning tasks of a subject.
Competency-based teacher education program— A competency-based 
teacher education program is a program in which the competencies to 
be acquired and demonstrated by the student and the criteria to be
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applied in assessing the competencies of the student are made explicit, 
and the student is held accountable for meeting those criteria.
Component— A teacher education program component is— depending 
upon the program structure favored— a group of related modules or a 
group of related module clusters which compliment each other and form 
the basis for what might be called courses in traditional programs.
Constant alternative scale— Rating scale in which the same set of 
alternatives are used to rate every dimension of the behavior.
Continuum rating scale— Rating scale which consists of a vertical 
line with parts along the line identified. Marks are made anywhere 
along the continuum.
Descriptive rating scale— Rating scale consisting of specific de­
scription in which the frequency or quality is recorded.
Duration— Amount of time spent exhibiting the behavior.
Frequency count— Recording the number of times the specific be­
havior occurs.
Graphing— Type of observation recording which merely requires the 
teacher to count the behavior and record the observations on a graph/ 
chart.
Horizontal line— Used on a graph to indicate the number of obser­
vation periods, such as days.
Instructional activities— Instructional activities are learning 
experiences which are made available to a student with the intent that 
they would facilitate that student’s mastery of an objective or set 
of objectives.
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Instructional module— An instructional module is a set of 
learning activities (objective, prerequisite, pre-assessment, 
instructional activities and post-assessment) intended to facilitate 
the student's acquisition and demonstration of a particular competency.
Instructional objective— A statement which specifies a competency 
a student is to acquire and demonstrate.
Label— Used to describe general behavioral descriptors, sometimes 
referred to as inferences, judgments or conclusions.
Non-systematic observation— Consists of informally observing 
situations, actions or settings and then recording those significant. 
There is no plan or pre-determined set of behaviors which are to be 
recorded.
Numerical rating scale— Rating scale using numbers to indicate 
the degree to which a behavior is present or to indicate the degree 
of quality present in a behavior performance.
Observation— Systematically viewing and recording behavior for 
the purpose of making instructional decisions.
Participation charts— Used to record information about several 
children as to record each child's participation in a particular 
activity.
Post-assessment— Post-assessment procedures are measuring pro­
cesses which are used to determine the student's level of mastery 
relevant to a specified object or set of objectives following instruc­
tion intended to facilitate his achievement of mastery.
Pre-assessment— Pre-assessment procedures are measuring processes 
which are used to determine the student's level of mastery relevant to
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a specified objective or set of objectives prior to instruction relevant 
to those objectives.
Prerequisite— Prerequisites are those competencies a student is ex­
pected to demonstrate prior to his beginning to work on a particular in­
structional module.
Rating scales— Rating scales are records of the degree to which an 
anticipated behavior occurs; the quality characteristics of the perfor­
mance; the extent to which a particular quality is present; device for 
systematic recording of observer judgements about a behavior.
Rationale— Rationale is a brief introductory statement which is in­
tended to help the participant understand the competencies the module is 
designed to facilitate.
Systematic observation— Systematic Observation is planned observation 
characterized by pre-determined behaviors or categories of behavior and by 
formal recording of the extent to which those behaviors are demonstrated.
Time sampling— Time Sampling is observing behaviors at fixed time 
intervals.
Vertical line— Vertical line is used on a graph to represent quantity 
of behavior being counted or timed.
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Teacher Observation Skills
Rationale for module
Planned methods of information gathering can assist the teacher in 
understanding student behavior. This identification process employing 
systematic observation and record-keeping leads to meaningful instruc­
tional decisions. Teachers strengthen their observation skills when 
they understand the purposes for observing and how to observe more ef­
fectively. As teacher's understanding of the observation process de­
velops, more valuable information is obtained.
This module emphasizes observational systems which may be readily 
utilized by the classroom teacher who is instructing with or without an 
aide. It deals primarily with informal observation systems which are 
teacher-made.
Obj ectives
After completing this module, the teacher will:
•define observation;
•state the major reasons for conducting systematic observation; 
•identify the basic types of observation recording systems and 
match them with their major characteristics;
•describe the purpose for and the use of each type of observation 
record;
•pinpoint behavior;
•conduct an observation using an anecdotal record;
•prepare a checklist to be utilized in a classroom setting; 
•prepare a rating scale to be utilized in a classroom setting;
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•identify a behavior and conduct a frequency count;
•prepare a participation chart to be utilized in a classroom 
setting;
•identify behavior and conduct a time sample for frequency and 
duration;
•conduct an observation and graph the data; and 
•conduct an observation using baseline data.
Organization and format of module
The text and examples are organized into three main parts. Part I 
of the Teacher Observation Skills Module consists of general guidelines 
and skills common to most observational settings and recording systems. 
Topics include: steps in planned observation, advantages and purposes
of observation, pinpointing behavior and summarizing through action 
inferences. Part II deals with simple recording systems used to describe, 
check and rate behavior. Specifically, anecdotal records, checklists 
and rating scales may be found in this section. Part III consists of 
specific recording systems for enumerating frequency and duration of 
behavior. Topics include time sampling, frequency counts, duration records, 
participation charts, graphing and baseline recording.
The pre-test is designed to test the knowledge of teacher observa­
tion skills prior to completing this module. The study questions and 
exercises are designed to correspond to the stated objectives of the 
module and appear at different points throughout the text. The post­
test is designed to test the knowledge of teacher observation skills 
after the student reads the module and completes the exercises. The
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appendix consists of additional exercises and sample forms which could 
be utilized in a classroom setting. The references are a listing of 
books and articles on teacher observation.
Pre-Test
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PRE-TEST 
Teacher Observation Skills
NAME________________
Use a T to identify those statements which are true and an F to identify
those statements which are false.
 1. Observation is defined as the process of systematically looking
at and recording behavioral information for the purpose of 
making instructional decisions.
 2. Teachers make observations that are mostly systematic.
 3. The first step in the observation process is to determine the
type of recording form which will be used to gather needed 
information.
 4. Recording behavior can be defined as writing your observations
in a planned way.
 5. Observational data which is gathered in a variety of situations
and at a variety of times result in a reliable sample of beha­
vior upon which to make instructional decisions.
 6. An observation schedule is helpful but not necessary because
teachers are constantly observing the children in the classroom.
_7. Basically the same observation principles are used regardless
of whether learners, teachers, or instructional environments 
are being observed.
 8. Most observers do not possess biases which would influence
their interpretation of what they observed.
 9. The most important element to consider when selecting the
record form to be used is the amount of time involved to get 
the needed information.
 10. Behavior and characteristics are observable whereas processes
are not observable.
 11. The type of record to be used in the observation process will
depend on the purposes of the observation.
 12. When the description of the behavior to be observed is opera­
tionally defined, accurate, and specific, the behavior can be 
observed in any child at any time, by any person.
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Multiple Choice
 13. The type of instrument most appropriate for gathering observa­
tional data will depend on:
a. the instructional decisions to be made
b. the ease of recording
c. the degree of objectivity and reliability
d. both a and b
e. all of the above
 14. The most reliable observational data is that which is recorded:
a. at the end of an activity period
b. at the time it occurred
c. at the end of the day
d. when the observer can discuss the behavior with the child
 15. Observation consists of a system or method of observing which
should be adhered to. Which of the following does not consist 
of one of the four basic steps:
a. conducting the observation
b. determining the purpose
c. drawing interpretations
d. selecting a schedule
e. identifying and developing the record form
 16. Making appropriate instructional decisions is the ultimate
reason for observation. Other reasons for conducting obser­
vation are:
a. to gather information to be used in early detection of 
problems
b. to gather information to be used to evaluate learner 
achievements
c. to gather information to be used for accountability
d. both a and b
e. none of the above
 17. When observing each member of a group's question-answering
behavior during science class, you should use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
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 18. When determining children’s (entire class) attendance in the
learning centers, you would use:
a. rating scale
b . participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
 19. Which method of observing could tell something about the qual­
ity of behavior?
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. time sampling
d. duration count
e. none of the above
20. When observing a series of behaviors to determine whether the 
student can perform them, you would use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. time sampling
d. checklist
e. none of the above
 21. When the behavior is observed at predetermined periods of time,
you would use:
a. rating scale
b . checklist
c. time sampling
d. participation chart
e. none of the above
Behavior is defined as anything which can be seen, heard, counted, or 
measured. Put an X beside those words which denote behaviors:
22. smiles
 23. interrupts
24. understands
25. possesses
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PRE-TEST - ANSWERS 
Teacher Observation Skills
NAME
Use a T to identify those statements which are true and an F to identify 
those statements which are false.
T 1. Observation is defined as the process of systematically looking
at and recording behavioral information for the purpose of 
making instructional decisions.
T 2. Teachers make observations that are mostly systematic.
F 3. The first step in the observation process is to determine the
type of recording form which will be used to gather needed 
information.
T 4. Recording behavior can be defined as writing your observations
in a planned way.
T 5. Observational data which is gathered in a variety of situations
and at a variety of times result in a reliable sample of beha­
vior upon which to make instructional decisions.
F 6. An observation schedule is helpful but not necessary because
teachers are constantly observing the children in the classroom.
T 7. Basically the same observation principles are used regardless 
of whether learners, teachers, or instructional environments 
are being observed.
F 8. Most observers do not possess biases which would influence 
their interpretation of what they observed.
F 9. The most important element to consider when selecting the
record form to be used is the amount of time involved to get 
the needed information.
T 10. Behavior and characteristics are observable whereas processes 
are not observable.
T 11. The type of record to be used in the observation process will 
depend on the purposes of the observation.
T 12. When the description of the behavior to be observed is opera­
tionally defined, accurate, and specific, the behavior can be 
observed in any child at any time, by any person.
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Multiple Choice
e 13. The type of instrument most appropriate for gathering obser­
vational data will depend on:
a. the instructional decisions to be made
b. the ease of recording
c. the degree of objectivity and reliability
d. both a and b
e. all of the above
b 14. The most reliable observational data is that which is recorded:
a. at the end of an activity period
b. at the time it occurred
c. at the end of the day
d. when the observer can discuss the behavior with the child
c 15. Observation consists of a system or method of observing which 
should be adhered to. Which of the following does not consist 
of one of the four basic steps:
a. conducting the observation
b. determining the purpose
c. drawing interpretations
d. selecting a schedule
e. identifying and developing the record form
d 16. Making appropriate instructional decisions is the ultimate
reason for observation. Other reasons for conducting obser­
vation are:
a. to gather information to be used in early detection of 
problems
b. to gather information to be used to evaluate learner 
achievements
c. to gather information to be used for accountability
d. both a and b
e. none of the above
b 17. When observing each member of a group's question-answering 
behavior during science class, you should use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
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b 18. When determining children's (entire class) attendance in the 
learning centers, you would use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
a 19. Which method of observing could tell something about the qual­
ity of behavior?
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. time sampling
d. duration count
e. none of the above
d 20. When observing a series of behaviors to determine whether the 
student can perform them, you would use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. time sampling
d. checklist
e. none of the above
c 21. When the behavior is observed at predetermined periods of time, 
you would use:
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. time sampling
d. participation chart
e. none of the above
Behavior is defined as anything which can be seen, heard, counted, or 
measured. Put an X beside those words which denote behaviors:
X 22. smiles
X 23. interrupts
24. understands
25. possesses
PART I
Introduction to Teacher Observation
Part I of the Teacher Observation Skills Module 
consists of general guidelines and skills common to 
most observational settings and recording systems. 
Topics include: steps in planned observation;
advantages and purposes of observation; pinpointing 
behavior; and summarizing through action inferences.
Introduction to Teacher Observation
What is observation?
Observation is defined as systematically viewing and recording be­
havior for the purpose of making instructional decisions. Behavior is 
a child's actions or "what the child does." In other words, behavior 
is what we see or hear someone doing. Since behaviors are countable, 
observing them provides a more accurate picture of a child. The general 
purpose of systematic observation then, is to gain a clear, accurate 
picture of what is happening in order to do something positive for 
students.
Why observe?
•Observation helps the teacher in accumulating relevant information 
to make instructional decisions which are required for teaching effec­
tiveness . In order to make instructional decisions the teacher gathers 
and collates information about the children in the classroom.
•Observation provides the teacher with a tool to detect problems 
in children which might require a referral for special services. The 
teacher, through observation of the child, gathers information about 
the child. For example, one teacher might observe the following be­
haviors :
The child is inattentive during chalkboard, wall chart or 
map lessons 
The child rubs his eyes frequently 
The child frequently complains of headaches 
When looking at distant objects:
the child contorts his face in an attempt to see things clearly 
the child squints eyes excessively 
When reading:
the child holds his book too close to his face 
the child tends to lose his place on a page
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After observing these behaviors the teacher suspected the child 
had a visual problem and arranged for the school nurse to administer 
a visual screening test. This problem was identified and the child was 
referred for further diagnosis. Early detection was facilitated through 
observation.
♦ Observation serves as a basis for planning activities suited to 
each child’s level. For example, if a teacher was interested in testing 
recognition of geometric forms, he might select many geometric shapes 
and place them on a table in front of the child. These shapes might 
include circles, squares, triangles, rectangles and the more difficult 
elipse, hexagon and octagon. The teacher would then observe and record 
the behavior as the child was asked to pick up each shpae which the 
teacher named. Using the recorded information about the child’s skill 
in recognizing shapes, the teacher could plan new activities for the 
child. Thus, teachers can use observation to determine the child's 
present level of functioning. This information can be used to help 
decide what kind of program is best for the child.
•Observation allows the teacher to identify relevant characteristics 
of the child which enables the child to learn. These include an eval­
uation of the child's past performance, the child's entry level behav­
iors, the child’s current level of functioning and the child's learning 
style. The teacher can identify the relevant characteristics so that 
decisions can be made about the selection of methods, objectives and 
materials for instruction.
•Observation enables the teacher to determine specific objectives 
for the child. Important decisions and future instructional strategies 
can originate from observational data.
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•Observation provides the teacher with a tool to measure the child's 
academic progress in the classroom. Periodic or regular observations 
of a child's skills will give a clear picture of what he has learned or 
failed to learn.
•Observation provides valuable information about the effectiveness 
of a particular program. If observations show that children are making 
steady progress toward the program's goals, then the program is assumed 
to be effective. On the other hand, if observations consistently indi­
cate lack of progress by most children, then the program's influence on 
children's development is questionable.
•Observation helps teachers plan ways to approach discipline prob­
lems in the classroom. These problems can be effected by making deci­
sions based on information from observation.
For example, a child was frequently out of his seat. This 
irritated the child's teacher and sometimes disturbed other 
youngsters. After observation the teacher discovered that 
the out of seat behavior occurred only when the child was 
not involved in a planned activity. Based on this infor­
mation the teacher devised a daily set of planned activities 
for the child which resulted in a reduction of the unwanted 
behavior.
Using information gained from observation, teachers can plan precise 
ways of modifying or changing these behaviors.
•Observation allows teachers to check their own performances. For 
instance if a teacher thinks verbal praise is important, it would be a 
good idea to count how many times each day the teacher verbally praises 
children. If the praising behavior does not occur as often as desired, 
the teacher may decide on a plan to increase the frequency of the praise 
statements.
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In another example, a child hit other youngsters many times each 
day. The teacher scolded the child frequently but, despite 
this, the hitting behavior persisted. The teacher decided to 
count the scolding and the child's behavior. The observations 
indicated that the more often the child was scolded, the more 
frequently the child hit others. Using this information, the 
teacher decided not to scold the child for the unwanted behavior, 
but rather to send him to an isolated corner immediately after 
the child hit someone. The teacher continued to count the number 
of hitting incidences to determine if the new discipline strat­
egy were effective in decreasing the hitting behavior.
Self observation provides teachers with information for making changes
in their own behaviors.
Why select observation over tests?
Although it is not by any means a sufficient approach in all cases, 
observation has several advantages over standardized tests.
•Observation does not need to be "translated" for the teacher.
•Observation occurs in a natural setting.
•Observation is focused on facts not impressions and judgments.
•Observation can be conducted during ongoing instruction in 
the classroom.
•Observation can focus on intervention techniques - what the 
teacher does and whether it works or not.
•Observation can bring about change in student behavior.
("Somebody cares!")
•Observation can alert the teacher to previously unnoticed 
problems.
It may be noted that observation is closely tied to criterian 
referenced assessment. Observation is both a means for selecting the 
behavior to be treated and the criterian for acceptable performance of
the behavior.
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What is planned observation?
Much of the observing done by teachers involves unguided, random 
observation. This is an important first step leading to identifying 
problems which warrant systematic observation. When a number of casual 
observations appear related or point to a common problem or situation, 
a direction or purpose for planned observation surfaces.
The teacher should have a clear idea of the purpose before attempting 
the observation. The purpose, in sum, will implicate certain decisions. 
For example, if the purpose of the observation is to gain a complete 
picture of the problem behavior of an aggressive child, the following 
decisions will result:
•First, since the problem is aggression, the teacher will break 
the label down into observable behaviors such as hitting, pushing 
and kicking other children.
•Second, since the purpose is to get a complete picture of the 
aggressive behavior, it is necessary to count the number of 
times it occurs.
•Third, since the problem occurs in the classroom, observations 
will take place there.
•Fourth, since the problem occurs throughout the day in the 
room, it will be necessary to observe the behavior for 
several days.
•Fifth, since the purpose is to determine the frequency in which 
the behavior occurs, it will be necessary to count how often 
a behavior occurs in a given period of time (tally procedure).
Who does the observing?
The regular classroom teacher is the one most responsible for 
conducting observations. However, parents, teacher aides and special 
education personnel also can assist the teacher in observing. Children 
can also play an effective role in observation. For example, a child
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who is at the stage of proficiency of a skill could observe a friend 
who is at the initial stage of skill acquisition. Pupil self-checking 
procedures have also proven effective.
The teacher must possess an awareness of personal tendencies and 
bias which each observer carries into the observation process. Many 
teachers, because of past experiences, react not to what they physically 
hear or see, but rather to their interpretation of what they saw or 
heard. Behaviors of children who are neat and clean may be interpreted 
differently from the behaviors of those children who are not clean or 
well kept.
Biases will never be completely eliminated, but the teacher who is 
aware that certain biases can influence observation is in a better 
position to eliminate or control them. For observational data to be 
most effective in making instructional decisions the observer must be 
aware of and take into consideration the biases and variables that are 
in operation.
What behavior will be observed?
Behavior is defined as observable acts that can be seen, heard, 
counted or measured. Behavior must be observable and result from pre­
vious acts and/or interaction with the individual’s environment.
Stated another way, behavior is an observable product which results 
when individuals act or react to something in their environment. The 
following is an example of a behavior as it has been defined.
Alice cries and runs out of the room (observable) when Bobby 
throws the plastic spider on her. Alice did not cry and run 
for no reason at all but rather she reacted to the plastic
spider which landed on her. While Alice cried and ran out 
of the room, another child may have only laughed or have 
thrown the spider back to Bobby.
Behaviors vs. labels
To observe accurately, the teacher must be able to describe and 
recognize behavioral acts, avoiding labels. Labels are terms used here 
to describe general behavioral descriptions, sometimes referred to as 
inferences, judgments or conclusions. Labels typically describe a 
person in vague or unclear terms.
Suppose, for example, that the teacher describes a child as "happy. 
This description leads to inaccuracy. "Happy" is not a behavior. It 
is a label. You can’t see "happy"; you can't hear "happy"; you can't 
count "happy." Each of us has a different idea of what "happy" is. 
Smiling on the other hand is a behavior. Smiles are easy to see and to 
count. If you tell another teacher that a child smiles eight times 
every hour, you both know exactly what that child does.
Another example: A parent says his child is uncooperative. Is
this a label or behavior? "Uncooperative" is a label. You can't see 
it or hear it or count it. We don't really know very much about this 
child except that his parent sees him as a problem.
Pinpointing behavior
When you specify the behavior in terms of observable acts, you are 
pinpointing behavior. Pinpointing behavior merely means telling what 
you will hear or see the person doing. This is a key step in observa­
tion. To pinpoint, you must specify the acts of behavior and avoid 
labels.
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When a label has been used to describe a child such as "irrespon­
sible," it is necessary to pinpoint the label into specific acts of be­
havior. Again, ask, "What does he do and What does he say that made 
me think or infer that he is irresponsible? What are the observable 
acts that make up irresponsible behaviors? Does he come late for activ­
ities? Does he lose things?"
Descriptors such as "hits," "smiles," "pronounces" and "throws" 
are truly observable behaviors because they can be seen, heard, counted 
or measured. Descriptors such as "desires," "applies," or "remembers" 
do not meet this criteria of behaviors and require strict pinpointing.
When do observations take place?
Only after the teacher has defined the purpose for observing can 
the "when" questions be answered. Once the purpose has been identified 
the teacher then devises techniques of recording this information.
Teachers need to examine all available opportunities to observe a 
particular behavior. Many teachers utilize a time schedule to observe 
the class, a group of children or an individual child. Teachers can 
become so involved with other activities and responsibilities that in­
consistent or unsystematic observation takes place.
The use of a schedule also allows the teacher to vary the time 
periods in which observational data will be gathered.
For example, Miss Jones, a fifth grade teacher, is concerned 
about Donnie staring out the window. If Miss Jones always 
observes Donnie in his science lesson which comes right before 
school is to be dismissed, Miss Jones might concluded that Donnie 
is not very attentive during science and could make some misin­
terpretations. However, if Miss Jones observes Donnie at 
different periods of the day and in different settings, the 
information gathered will be more realistic.
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Observational data, which is gathered at a variety of times and in 
a variety of situations, will result in a reliable sample of the behavior 
upon which instructional decisions can be made.
Summarizing observations— action inferences
A series of planned observations factually describing a particular 
behavior or skill is the essential first step in planning instructional 
change or other teacher action. There is no substitute for initial pin­
pointing of behaviors; however, summarizing this factual data into action 
inferences is most helpful. The action inference is a summary of several 
acts of behavior stated in such a manner that a direction for further 
observation, or a possible means of changing the behavior, is implied.
For example:
Pupil's Name Monique VanPatten Activity Spelling_____
Teacher Joel Balint _____
Observations Action Inference
1. After studying 20 spelling words 
on her own, Monique scored 40% 
on a written test.
2. Monique orally spelled 60% of 
the same 20 words correctly.
3. Monique wrote 10 new spelling 
words 5 times each and scored 
30% correct on a written test.
4. Monique studies 10 new spelling 
words by spelling them orally 
then scored 70% on a written 
test.
5. Monique did all the spelling 
workbook exercises for a list 
of 20 words and scored 30% on 
a written test.
Of the study methods tried, 
Monique does better spelling 
the words orally.
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The action inference leads somewhere and is different from labeling. 
Labeling tends to put a stop to action rather than encourage positive 
teacher planning. For example, Monique might have been labeled a "poor 
speller," and her teacher would have had little direction for further 
observation of Monique's writing or planning for oral spelling activities.
Action inferences may be somewhat more subtle, particularly when
describing areas like social behavior. In the following example, the
teacher uses a series of observations to make an inference about the
class social structure. She will proceed to an action inference from
this first observation summarization.
Miss Channing has determined that her class is not 
using discussion periods effectively. There are 
numerous instances of giggling, irrelevant commen­
tary and several pupils talking at once.
Observations
1. While discussing the 
7 basic foods, Manny 
makes a comment about 
"fruits" and several 
pupils giggle.
2. Mary says "Watermelons 
are fruit," and only 
Tim giggles.
3. Jason and Sam both 
comment on arti­
chokes being fruit. 
Several girls giggle 
and look at Manny.
4. Manny says "My uncle 
in LA has a fruit 
stand for fruits."
The entire class 
laughs.
Inference Action Inference
Manny is a peer 
leader and the 
class clown.
If class discussion 
is to be effective, 
the teacher needs to 
work directly with 
Manny's behavior.
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Summary: Steps in planned observation
Teachers must know why they are making observations before they 
can decide who, what, how and when to observe. Before teachers actually 
make observations, they will decide:
•the purpose for the observation;
•who will be watched;
•what behavior will be observed;
•how the behavior will be observed;
•when the behavior will be observed; and 
•how the behavior will be recorded.
Often, behavioral observations will then be summarized into more 
general statements called action inferences. These develop from a series 
of pinpointed factual observations.
PART ONE
Study Questions and Exercises
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Study Questions 
Part One
1. Define Observation:
2. Define Behavior:
3. Name five reasons why teachers should systematically observe?
a ._______________ _______________________________________
b ._____________________ ____
c .___________________________________________________________
d  .________________________________________________________
e .________________________________________________________
4. Name four advantages observation has over standardized tests.
a.________________________________________________________
b .__________________ _____________________________________
c .________________________________________________________
d .________________________________________________________
5. What are the five steps in planned observation?
a .____________________________ ___________________________
b  .________________________________________________________
c ._________________ ___________________________
d.
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6. The statement of behavior must meet three criteria. What are 
those criteria?
a.
b.
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Study Question Answers 
Part One
1. Define Observation:
Observation has been defined as systematically viewing and recording 
behavior for the purpose of making instructional decisions.
2. Define Behavior:
Behavior is a child’s actions or "what the child does3 " or what 
we see or hear someone doing.
3. Name five reasons why teachers should systematically observe?
a. Observation helps the teacher accumulate relevant information.
b. Observation provides a "tool" to detect problems.
c. Observation serves as a basis for planning activities suited
to each child’s level.
d. Observation allows for the teacher to identify student ’s 
learning style.
e. Observation enables the teacher to determine specific objec­
tives for the child.
Other reasons:
f. Observation provides the teacher with a tool to measure the 
child’s progress in the classroom.
g. Observation provides valuable information about the effective­
ness of a particular program.
h. Observation helps solve discipline problems in the classroom.
i. Observation allows the teacher to check their own performance.
4. Name four advantages observation has over standardized tests.
a. Observation does not need to be "translated" for the teacher.
b. Observation occurs in a natural setting.
c. Observation is focused on facts3 not impressions or judgements.
d. Observation can be conducted during on-going instruction in the
classroom.
Other advantages:
e. Observation can focus on intervention techniques.
f. Observation can bring change in student behavior.
g. Observation can alert the teacher to previously unnoticed
problems.
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5. What are the give steps in planned observation?
a. Who will be watched.
b. What behavior will be observed.
e. Haw the behavior will be observed.
d. When the behavior will be observed.
e. How the behavior will be recorded.
6. The statement of behavior must meet three criteria. What are
those criteria?
a. Operationally defined.
b. Accurate.
c. Specific.
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Study Exercise 
Labels vs. Behaviors
Check whether each statement contains a label or a behavior 
Remember:
*A behavior is what you see or hear someone doing or saying 
is an act and it is measurable.
*Labels are descriptive.
Label
1. Bill is an athlete. _____
2. Susie is affectionate. _____
3. Sam can write numbers. _____
4. Dad smokes cigars. _____
5. Miss Jones is competent. _____
6. Alice is crying. _____
7. Billy is hostile. _____
8. Jim is lazy. _____
9. Laurie is happy-go-lucky. _____
10. Chad is tardy.______________________________ _____
11. During recess, Todd plays alone._____________ _____
12. Ed is motivated.____________________________ _____
13. Joe is lonely.______________________________ _____
14. Alice is sad._______________________________ _____
A behavior
Behavior
Check the examples which pinpoint the child's behavior.
15. _____ a. Jose has a hostile attitude toward his sister Maria.
_____ b. Jose hits, kicks, or calls Maria names at least once
a day.
16. _____ a. Ben always volunteers to erase the blackboard.
_____ b. Ben is cooperative in the classroom.
17. _____ a. Marcia is shy.
_____ b. Marcia rarely talks to adults.
18. _____ a. Henry is loud and very disruptive.
_____ b. Henry interrupts when other children are talking.
19. _____ a. Andy is nervous.
_____ b. Andy bites his fingernails.
20. _____ a. Dick has a short attention span.
b. Dick stares out the window.
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Study Exercise Answers 
Labels vs. Behaviors
Check whether each statement contains a label or a behavior.
Remember:
*A behavior is what you see or hear someone doing or saying. A behavior 
is an act and it is measurable.
*Labels are descriptive.
Label Behavior
1. Bill is an athlete. X ____
2. Susie is affectionate. X ____
3. Sam can write numbers.    X
4. Dad smokes cigars.    X
5. Miss Jones is competent. X ____
6. Alice is crying.    X
7. Billy is hostile. X ____
8. Jim is lazy. X ____
9. Laurie is happy-go-lucky. X ____
10. Chad is tardy.    X
11. During recess, Todd plays alone.    X
12. Ed is motivated. X ____
13. Joe is lonely. X ____
14. Alice is sad. X ____
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Check the examples which pinpoint the child's behavior.
15. _____ a. Jose has a hostile attitude toward his sister Maria.
X b. Jose hits, kicks, or calls Maria names at least once
a day.
16. X a. Ben always volunteers to erase the blackboard.
_____ b. Ben is cooperative in the classroom.
17. _____ a. Marcia is shy.
X b. Marcia rarely talks to adults.
18. _____ a. Henry is loud and very disruptive.
X b. Henry interrupts when other children are talking.
19. _____ a. Andy is nervous.
X b. Andy bites his fingernails.
20. _____ a. Dick has a short attention span.
X b. Dick stares out the window.
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Study Exercise 
Observable Behaviors Checklist
The observer is interested only in observing behaviors (anything that 
can be seen, heard, counted, or measured). In the list below, circle 
those words which denote a behavior. On the lines following, state 
why you believe it is a behavior.
1. frowns _______________________________________________________
2. complains ____________________________________________________
3. questions ____________________________________________________
4. trusts _______________________________________________________
5. interrupts ___________________________________________________
6. remembers ____________________________________________________
7. thinks _______________________________________________________
8. selects ______________________________________________________
9. evaluates
10. hesitates
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Study Exercise 
Pinpointing Behaviors
Many teachers use the terms listed below to explain a child's behavior. 
You have learned that when describing a behavior to others you need to 
be precise. What questions could the teacher ask him/herself to "pin­
point the behavior?"
Example:
Description
Uncooperative
Bizarre behavior
Questions needed to 
Pinpoint the Behavior
a. What does s/he refuse to 
do?
b. In what situations?
a. What does s/he do that 
seems strange?
b. How shown? (One person's 
idea of behavior may not 
mean the same to another.)
1. Not dependable
2. Unresponsive
3. Does not get along with 
teachers
4. Fights with other children
5. Poor attention span
6. Uncontrollable
7. Temper tantrums
8. Lazy
9. Very shy
10. Withdrawn
11. Uses bad language
12. Disruptive in class
13. Dominates group
14. Extremely restless
15. Needs constant attention
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Study Question Answers 
Pinpointing Behaviors
Many teachers use the terms listed below to explain a child's behavior. 
You have learned that when describing a behavior to others you need to 
be precise. What questions could the teacher ask him/herself to "pin­
point the behavior?"
Example:
Description
Uncooperative
Bizarre behavior
1. Not dependable
2. Unresponsive
3. Does not get along with 
teachers
4. Fights with other children
5. Poor attention span
Questions needed to 
Pinpoint the Behavior
a. What does s/he refuse to 
do?
b. In what situations?
a. What does s/he do that 
seems strange?
b. How shown? (One person's 
idea of behavior may not 
mean the same to another.)
What was expected of her/him? 
What did s/he do?
To what is s/he not responding? 
How is it manifested?
How shown? How does s/he be­
have with class teacher?
Other teachers?
Any child? One particular 
child? At random? What 
about? Where? In what 
situations?
When doing what? In every 
instance? What was the class 
doing?
6. Uncontrollable How shown? Who is involved?
7. Temper-tantrums Provoked by what? By whom? 
When? How was it shown?
How often?
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8. Lazy
9. Very shy
10. Withdrawn
11. Uses bad language
12. Disruptive in class
13. Dominates group
14. Extremely restless
15. Needs constant attention
What does s/he do when not 
doing what is expected? Is 
it shown during a particular 
assignment? Any assignment?
In what situations? How shown? 
In relationship to whom?
Is s/he an isolate? Is s/he 
unable to take part in any 
activities? Does child relate 
to one? Any of his/her peers? 
To any adult? Does s/he seem 
preoccupied with his/her own 
thoughts?
Swear words or obscenities?
What does s/he say? To whom? 
Under what circumstances?
What does s/he do? What was 
the class doing?
How? Mental or physical?
What does s/he do? When is it 
done? Always? Occasionally?
Bow does s/he seek attention? 
From whom? What does s/he do 
when not getting attention?
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Study Exercise 
Labels vs. General Descriptions
Listed below are several labels or general descriptions. Break these 
labels down into observable behaviors:
Example: Joe exhibits bizarre behavior.
Observable behaviors:
a. He b-ites his hand when he is angry.________________ ____
b. He bangs his head on the desk. ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________
c. He has frequent ternpev tantrums.___________________ _______
1. Jerry is a discipline problem.
Observable behaviors:
a ._________________________    .
b .________ _ ______________________________ ____________________
c .__________________ ____________________ ____________________
2. Marcia is a slow learner.
Observable behaviors:
a .___________________________________ __________________
b .___________________________________________________________ _
c .__________________________      .
3. Gary is hyperactive.
Observable behaviors:
a. ________ _ _____________________ ________________________ _
b.
c .
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4. Joan is uncooperative. 
Observable behaviors:
a.
b.
5. Stan doesn't get along with peers. 
Observable behaviors:
a ._____   _
b.
c.
6. Diane is friendly.
Observable behaviors:
a ._________________
b.
c .
7. Shelly can't follow directions. 
Observable behaviors:
a .________________________ i___
b.
8. Bill doesn't pay attention. 
Observable behaviors:
a ._______________________
b.
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9. Sam is aggressive. 
Observable behaviors:
a .__________________
b.
Have you broken down the labels into behaviors which you can count?
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Observation Exercise
In the Classroom
Directions: 1. Choose a student.
2. Observe and record six behaviors (acts of behavior) 
on each of three consecutive days.
3. Use the form below to record your observations.
Observer: Dates:
Student's name: Grade:
List behaviors displayed by the learner, six per day for three days.
BEHAVIOR 
1st day
1 ._____________________________  4.____________________________
2 ._____________________________  5.____________________________
3 ._____________________________  6.____________________________
2nd day
1 ._____________________________  4.____________________________
2 ._____________________________  5.____________________________
3 ._____________________________  6.____________________________
3rd day
1 ._____________________________  4.____________________________
2 ._____________________________  5.____________________________
3. 6. _____
G e n e r a l  r e a s o n  ( p u r p o s e )  t o  c o n t i n u e  o r  d i s c o n t i n u e  a  m o r e  p l a n n e d  
o b s e r v a t i o n .
Observation Exercise
In the Classroom
Select two children who have been labeled. Using the Behavioral 
Observation Forms below, record the general descriptions of each 
child.
Observe the two labeled children and make a list of the acts of 
behavior each performs which are related to the general descrip­
tion. That is, list the behaviors which perhaps lead your fellow 
teachers to label the child as such.
After filling out the forms, discuss your observations with your 
instructor, fellow teachers, or other students.
Behavioral Observation Form
Observer Date:
Child Observed: Time: from to
Label or General Description:
Specific Behaviors:
Behavioral Observation Form
Observer: Date:
Child Observed: Time: from to
Label or General Description: 
Specific Behaviors:_________
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Observation Exercise 
In the Classroom
Drawing Action-Inferences from Behavior Information
Directions:
1. Choose a student.
2. Choose an activity which occurs daily (i.e., recess, reading, 
math, science.)
3. Observe the student in the activity for three consecutive days.
4. After you have recorded the observational data, use the information
to draw inferences about the performance of the student in that ac­
tivity. (Record your inferences in writing, on a separate piece of
paper.)
5. Next, show your observational records to a colleague and ask that 
person to draw an inference about the student on the basis of your 
behavioral data. The colleague’s conclusion should also be in 
writing.
6. Finally, compare your inference with your colleague’s. If you dis­
agree substantially, discuss your disagreements and attempt to val­
idate the different conclusions through further observation.
PART II
Describing, Checking and Rating Behavior
Part II deals with simple recording systems 
used to describe, check and rate behavior. Speci­
fically, anecdotal records, checklists and rating 
scales may be found in this section.
Anecdotal Records
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Anecdotal records are recorded observations of unanticipated, on­
going behaviors, events or incidents. In other words, an anecdotal 
record is a factual written description of an incident that has been 
observed. This type of observational record focuses attention on a 
specific behavior and always includes a brief factual description of 
the behavior. In addition to recording the behavior, it may also be 
important to record the situation preceeding the behavior and the con­
sequences of the incident.
Anecdotal Record Form
Name:_____ Linda Brown______________ Date: 4/2/80_____
Observer: A. Compton______ ________ Time: 9:10 a.m.
Setting: Math_____________________
Incident: When working on an individual basis, Linda
sat and wrote continuously and completed 
all the assignments. When time came to 
join into group work, she had to be prompted 
several times. Once in the group, she played 
with her pencil and drew figures in the air. 
She didn't take part in the discussion and 
whispered to those near her.
Why are anecdotal records used?
Many of the behaviors that teachers observe each day are completely 
unexpected and spontaneous. An anecdotal record is the best way to
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record these behaviors. Behaviors that might be recorded in an anecdotal 
record could include the following:
."Betty cried during recess."
."Bobby helped Susie pick up her toys."
."Alice would not do her math assignments."
Since each of the above behaviors would be hard to predict in advance, 
an anecdotal record would be chosen to record these behaviors.
Other behaviors are more predictable, and the teacher would probably 
choose a different observation format to record them such as:
."Multiplies by 10";
."Walks on balance beam";
."Finds object in picture."
When are anecdotal records used?
It is impossible to record all unanticipated behavior. The teacher 
may record all highly unusual acts as a matter of course coinciding 
with random observation. The anecdotes would be used to determine a 
direction for future observations. The teacher may then have a goal or 
purpose when she selects future behaviors to record. For example, a 
teacher is concerned about Tom who many times complains of stomach aches 
right before physical education. The teacher should make a record of 
this. However, the teacher will probably not record all the other be­
haviors the child shows throughout the day.
Anecdotal records are sometimes used as a part of the total eval­
uation of a child for special education services. When used for this 
purpose, anecdotal records should be developed by school personnel to 
objectively describe an individual student’s academic, social and 
physical behavior.
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How are anecdotal records constructed?
Anecdotal records include the child's name, observer's name, date, 
time, setting and a brief factual description of a situation, an inci­
dent, a behavior and its consequence. The format to be used in the devel- 
ment of anecdotal records should be made by the teacher. Any sized 
paper may be used for this form. Index cards which are easily kept in 
file boxes or 8 1/2 x 11" paper which may be kept in manila files are 
convenient to use. The important point to be made, however, is the 
necessity of the use of some type of form. Without this form, the teacher 
may be more likely to record the information on anything available at 
the time. This could result in the loss of valuable information, due 
to an inadequate filing system.
How are anecdotal records used?
•First, decide if an unanticipated behavior should be recorded. If 
it is a random incident of a bizarre or unusual nature, record it. This 
may lead to a series of more purposeful observations. If a purpose has 
already been selected, ask, "Does this unanticipated behavior fit my 
goal or purpose?" If it does fit your purpose, record the behavior on 
an anecdotal record form. If it doesn't fit your purpose, don't record 
it.
•Second, record only one behavior. When more than one behavior is 
included in an anecdotal record, it is no longer an anecdotal record. 
Rather it is more like a daily log. A daily log is not a form of 
systematic observation because it doesn't record a unique or particular 
type of behavior in a systematic way.
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Third, record the situation, the behavior and the consequence 
factually and objectively using clear simple language. A factual state­
ment is objective. It says exactly what happened and leaves little 
room for misunderstanding. Objective or factual statements pinpoint 
behavior. In contrast, descriptive statement can be misleading; they 
are subject to many interpretations.
For example: "Chad is angry because he got a low grade on
a test" could mean many things. Perhaps he is swearing and 
bangs his fist on the table. Perhaps he's sitting by him­
self in a corner scowling at the teacher. Obviously there 
are many things an angry person might do.
Fourth, record the event or behavior immediately after it happens. 
It is easy to forget or distort an event if you wait several hours to 
record it.
How are anecdotal records summarized?
1. When summarizing anecdotal records, the observer looks for a 
pattern in the behavior or the situation and makes recommendations 
based upon the behaviors.
2. After a series of purposeful observations dealing with one type 
of behavior of a particular child have been made, the observer summa­
rizes the situation, behavior and consequences.
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Anecdotal Record 1
Name: 
Observer: 
Setting:
Ted Perkins 
Judith Simons
Date: April 15, 1980 
Time: 9:15 a.m.
Math
Incident: When asked to write the math problem on the
blackboard, Ted said he couldn't do it and 
started crying.
Anecdotal Record 2
Name: 
Observer: 
Setting:
Incident:
Ted Perkins 
Judith Simons
Date: April 16, 1980 
Time: 9:20 a.m.
Math
When asked to give the correct answer, 
verbally, Ted said he hadn't done the 
problem and said, "Ask someone else."
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Anecdotal Record 3
Name: ______ Ted Perkins____________  Date: April 17, 1980
Observer: Judith Simons___________ Time: 9:10 a.m.____
Setting: Math___________________
Incident: Ted "wadded up" his math paper and threw it in
the waste paper basket.
Anecdotal Record 4
Name: ___
Observer:
Setting:
Incident:
Ted Perkins
Judith Simons
Date: April 18, 1980
Time: 9:25 a.m.
Math
When asked to answer a math problem orally, 
Ted said, "I don't feel good. Can I go to 
the nurse's office?"
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Anecdotal Record 5
Name: ______ Ted Perkins____________  Date: April 18, 1980
Observer: Judith Simons___________ Time: 2:00 p.m._____
Setting: Free Activity___________
Incident: Susie asked Ted if he wanted to use the
multiplication math activity game with 
her. He told her to go find someone 
else and put his head on his desk.
Anecdotal Record 6
Name: _____ Ted Perkins_____________ Date: April 19, 1980
Observer: Judith Simons____________ Time:_9:45 a.m.____
Setting: Math____________________
Incident: Ted did not have his math assignment done
today. When asked why, he started crying.
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Summary - Anecdotal Record
Name: Ted Perkins_______________________________
Teacher (Observer): Judith Simons_________________
Number of Records: ____6____________________________
Dates of Records: From: 4-15-80______  To: 4-19-80
Summary: Lately, Ted avoids doing math assignments.
His math achievement scores are satisfactory. 
He has done his math in the past.
Anecdotal Records 
Study Questions and Exercises
Study Questions
Anecdotal Records
What are anecdotal records?
What are some reasons for using anecdotal records?
When are anecdotal records summarized?
What six items should be included in an anecdotal record?
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Check those items which correctly complete the statement.
5. An anecdotal record contains:
 a. A factual description of an event.
 b. The situation in which the event takes place.
 c. Long descriptions.
_d. Anticipated behaviors.
_e. Several different behaviors or incidents concerning 
the same child.
f. Behaviors or incidents concerning different children.
g. Recommendations for remediation.
_h. Reasons why the behavior occurred.
Multiple Choice: Select the best response.
6. Anecdotal records should be recorded:
 a. As soon as possible after the behavior occurs.
 b. When it is most convenient.
_____c. At the end of each day.
d. In the child's cumulative folder.
7. Anecdotal records should be summarized:
 a. Every day.
 b. Annually.
c. After a number of records have been collected.
d. Each month.
Anecdotal records would best be used to record which behavior
_____a. Bob walks on a balance beam.
 b. Alice counts to 10.
_____c. Bill throws a rock at Richard.
_____d. Susie ties shoe strings.
Study Question Answers
Anecdotal Records
What are anecdotal records?
Factual written description of an incident that has been
observed.
What are some reasons for using anecdotal records?
a. Anecdotal records are recorded at the time the behavior3
events or incident took place.
b. Anecdotal records provide a means of recording unanticipated 
behaviors3 incidents or events.
c. Anecdotal records provide a statement of what was said and 
what happened.
d. Anecdotal records provide a permanent record that remains
after the observation is over for inspection at a later
date.
e. Anecdotal records focus observers attention on specific 
behaviors and those variables which may be contributing 
to a problem behavior.
When are anecdotal records summarized?
a. After a series of purposeful observations3
b. dealing with one type of behavior3 and
c. involving one particular child.
What six items should be included in an anecdotal record?
a. name of child being observed
b. name of observer
c. date
d. time
e. setting
f. description of the incident.
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Check those items which correctly complete the statement.
5. An anecdotal record contains:
X a. A factual description of an event.
X b . The situation in which the event takes place.
 c. Long descriptions.
 d. Anticipated behaviors.
_e. Several different behaviors or incidents concerning 
the same child.
_f. Behaviors or incidents concerning different children.
_g. Recommendations for remediation.
h. Reasons why the behavior occurred.
Multiple Choice: Select the best response.
6. Anecdotal records should be recorded:
X a. As soon as possible after the behavior occurs.
 b. When it is most convenient.
 c. At the end of each day.
d. In the child's cumulative folder.
Anecdotal records should be summarized:
 a. Every day.
 b . Annually.
X c. After a number of records have been collected.
d. Each month.
Anecdotal records would best be used to record which behavior
 a. Bob walks on a balance beam.
 b. Alice counts to 10.
_____c. Bill throws a rock at Richard.
X d. Susie ties shoe strings.
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Study Exercise 
Anecdotal Records
Check those incidents for which an anecdotal record would be best 
used.
BEHAVIOR
1. Throws temper tantrums _______
2. Zips jacket _______
3. Falls often _______
4. Pinches others _______
5. Walks balance beam _______
6. Runs around room _______
7. Stacks eight blocks _______
8. Bites self _______
9. Helps friends _______
10. Shares toys _______
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Study Exercise Answers 
Anecdotal Records
Check those incidents for which an anecdotal record would be best 
used.
BEHAVIOR
1. Throws temper tantrums  X
2. Zips jacket ____
3. Falls often  X
4. Pinches others  X
5. Walks balance beam ____
6. Runs around room  X
7. Stacks eight blocks ____
8. Bites self  X
9. Helps friends  X
10. Shares toys  X
In the Classroom: 
Anecdotal Record Exercise
Use the anecdotal record forms on the following page to record 
a series of behavioral incidents for the same child. These 
should be recorded over a one to two week period.
On the basis of the anecdotal records you have gathered, pre­
pare an anecdotal record summary.
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Anecdotal Record Forms
Name: Date:
Observer: Time:
Setting:
Incident:
Name: Date:
Observer: Time:
Setting:
Incident:
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Name: Date:
Observer: Time:
Setting: 
Incident:
Name: Date:
Observer: Time:
Setting:
Incident:
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Name: ____________________________  Date:
Observer: _________________________ Time:
Setting: __________________________
Incident:
Summary - Anecdotal Record
Name: ______________________________________
Teacher (Observer): ________________________
Number of Records: _________________________
Dates of Records: From:   To:
Summary:
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Checklists
A checklist Is a series of statements objectively describing a 
behavior or behaviors. The observer places checks or marks on the form 
to indicate the behaviors that he sees the child performing. All the 
teacher does is observe the child and makes checks on the checklist 
form if the behavior is observed.
Checklists can also provide a means of recording the presence or 
absence of specific behaviors in given situations. In this case, the 
checklist consists of behavior statements which are anticipated. Formal 
checklists have been developed for specific purposes such as documenting 
reading skill. Many of these formal checklists are available commer­
cially. Informal checklists are those which are teacher made.
There are several advantages for using checklists:
•Checklists are easy to use.
•A great deal of information can be recorded on a checklist.
.Checklists reduce the chances of overlooking essential behavior.
.Checklists provide the opportunity to record the information 
quickly, the moment it occurs.
.Checklists provide the means for recording gross changes in 
behavior over a period of time.
.Checklists focus the observer's attention on specific behaviors.
•The listing of behaviors is in some logical order (Ex.: develop­
mental, alphabetical, etc.).
•Checklists furnish support for pupil referral and related courses 
of action by teachers and parents.
When should teachers use a checklist?
Formal and informal checklists are used when behaviors to be ob-
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served are known prior to observation. That is, before the observa­
tion, the teacher knows just what behaviors he wants to observe. Check­
lists are used to indicate whether or not a behavior was performed. In 
other words, they are used when the teacher is looking for the existence 
or non-existence of specific behaviors in certain situations. A check­
list merely shows whether or not a child behaves in a certain way. Check­
lists are useful first, when the behaviors can be anticipated and second, 
when the only information desired is whether or not the behavior is per­
formed.
Developing checklists
The first step to follow when developing informal checklists is to 
consider the purpose for gathering information. In most instances, this 
means that the starting point for the checklist will probably coincide 
with the instructional or behavioral goals set forth by the teacher. The 
checklist items must be clear, concise descriptions of the observed ac­
tions. The listing of behaviors will be in some logical order so that 
the efficiency of the observation is increased. For example, statements 
may be stated from least difficult to most difficult. The teacher simply 
checks the behaviors which are observed in the child.
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CHECKLIST FOR ART PROJECT BEHAVIOR
Name:
Observer:
1. Gets own materials from cabinet.
........ _1. Holds crayons, pencils., scissors, ruler, eraser and paint 
brush appropriately and uses them successfully for intended 
purpose.
_________3. Seeks help when in difficulty.
0_________ H . Accepts guidance and criticism when offered.
5. Initiates and directs ovm projects without constant help-
seeking .
6. Shows imagination in projects rather than copying other
children.
7. Works cooperatively with other children in group situations.
8. Persists with projects until completed.
0 s • Cleans up own area when finished.
_____:____io. Shows pride in finished project.
When specific learning outcomes are slow and occur over a long 
period of time, the accounting could be done by writing the date in­
stead of a check. In this way, the recorded date goes beyond indicating 
the presence of the behavior. By recording dates, the teacher would be 
able to reconstruct the sequence of behaviors and note the span of time 
between observed behaviors.
Usually a checklist tells only about the behavior of one child; 
however, certain special checklists may tell of the behavior of more 
than one child. This is called a data card and allows the observer to
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check the behavior or skills of more than one child. The children's 
names are listed down the left hand side of the card and the skills or 
behaviors are listed across the top of the card. The teacher indicates 
that the child performs the skill or behavior by placing a check or the 
date in the appropriate box.
Sample Data Card
Directions: Place the date in the box when the child masters the 
skill.
Skill: Identifies the color when shown an item and asked, "What 
color is this?"
Names
Skill
|3 <u
O 60 p Cj 
0) rH P (U £
T3 3 rH cd 0) O 
<U H  0) H  H M 
Pi pd PH O  O  ffl
1. Susie 2/12/80 2/12/80 2/12/80
2. Donnie 2/12/80 2/12/80 2/13/80
3. Tommy 2/12/80 2/12/80 2/13/80
4. Ann 2/12/80 2/12/80 2/12/80
5. Bobby 2/12/80 2/12/80
6. Denise
7. Judy 2/12/80 2/12/80 2/13/80
Some checklists are used to simply keep track of items completed 
or mastered. In the following sample example the teacher wished to 
record the number of words Jane had mastered.
Checklist Used for Recording Known Words 
Name Jane Manley Correct = / 
Error = 0
9 90) OJ
> >
& a>
WORD M T W T F M T W T F M T W T
drill 0 0 / / Ii / /
drum 0 0 / / / / /
drive 0 / / 0 / t/ / / /
dress 0 / / / / /
drawer 0 0 0 / / / / /
dragon 0 0 0 / / / / //
path 0 / / / 0 0 / / / /
whiatle 0 0 0 /i 0 / / / / 0 /
whale 0 0 0 / 0 / / / 0 /
both 0 0 / / / / /
thirteen 0 / 0 / / // /
thorn 0 0 0 / 0 / / / /
sticky 0 / 0 0 / / / /
grassy 0 / /' 1 — z._
/
—
hilly 0 0 0 / / /
windy 0 / / / /
doggy 0 0 0 0 0 0 / /' /■
tasty 0 c / / ! /'
sunny 0 / ! ,/ //
shaggy 0 / 0 0 / /
petting / / / /
muddy 0 0 0 0
snack / / /
sneak 0 0 /
snails 0 / 0
sneakers 0
NOTE: At the beginning of an instructional period, the teacher
presents ten words to Jane on flash co.rds. The teacher records 
a 0 for an incorrect response and !_ for a correct response. If 
Jane says a vord correctly for three consecutive days, the 
mastered word is dropped from his word list and a new word is 
added. Each Thursday the teacher gives a review list of all 
words previously mastered. If Jane makes an error on a pre­
viously mastered list, the word that is incorrect will be added 
again to the study list.
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The following checklist was designed so that the child could check his 
own behavior:
Taaay’a DellV Vork Cieeklist 
Date 
Teachers
Silent Reading 8:30-9:00 A.M.
L  1 Z read quietly at my desk.
1 1 X did not read quietly at ny dask.
Sirned
/ »  > ? 1 \  /«• A
r l  y
Reading 9:00-10:13 A.M.
1 1 I finished ny reading vork. 
I 1 X did sot finish ay work.
i Sicned
Engllsh/Pandwrlttns or SoeLllng 10:30-11:15 A.M.
1 1 X finished tay vork.
1 j I did not finish ay work. 1 1  i
V  4 1 /  Signed
Resource Room 11:15-12:00 A.M.
Hath/Reading
f I X finished ay vork.
I™ 1 I did not finish ny vork.
r  \U V - »  s)
V e  y
\ t  a V  Slened
Reading 1:00-1:45 P.M.
f  1 I finished ny work.
1 1 X did not finish my work.
C
V .  J
\ /  a f /  Slmed
PE/Art/Kusic 1:45-2:30 P.M.
[ 1 X finished ny activity. /w^ yt A
1 1 X did not finish ey activity. V  y
V  a 1 / Sisncd
Resource Roon 2:30-3:15 o.n.
Kath/Reiuilng
| 1 I finished ny work, 
f | X did’ not fialeh ay work. f ri\# 1 VV  1 1/
Slrncd
Cowaicats:
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To summarize, checklists are a good way to record information if 
the area of behavior can be specifically identified and if the teacher 
wants to know only if the behavior is performed or not. A checklist is 
a series of statements objectively describing a behavior which the ob­
server or different observers can check to indicate whether or not the 
child performs them.
Checklists 
Study Questions and Exercises
Study Questions
Checklists
What is a checklist?
When is a checklist most useful?
List some advantages for using checklists.
What are some things a teacher needs to be aware of when using 
checklists?
The first step to follow when developing informal checklists is
 a. to determine the purpose for gathering.
 b. to list the behaviors in logical order.
 c. to record the date of the behavior.
_d. to determine whether the behavior was performed or not
Checklists are best used for all but one of the following:
_a. to determine the presence or absence of a behavior.
 b. when the behavior is known in advance.
_____c. when observing a series of behaviors.
_____d. to determine the quality or quantity of the behavior.
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7. Check the examples in which checklists can be used to observe the
behavior:
 a. The teacher wants to observe whether students in her
class can climb, walk a balance beam, skip and throw 
a ball.
 b. The teacher is interested in finding out who can
button, zip, snap and take their coats off and put 
their coats on.
_____c. The teacher is interested in finding out how well
each child can pronounce the letters of the alphabet.
 d. The teacher is interested in how well the child can
read.
8. Check the statements that are true.
 a. Checklists should be completed after the children
have left for the day.
 b. Checklists do not tell anything about the quality
of behavior.
c. Checklists tell how often a behavior occurs.
d. A checklist is a complicated type of observation 
recording system.
e. Checklists deal mainly with statements about 
children's feelings and attitudes.
f. Checklists are used only to record information 
about behavior known in advance.
Study Question Answers
Checklists
What is a checklist?
A checklist is a series of statements objectively describing
a behavior or behaviors.
When is a checklist most useful?
a. When the behaviors can be anticipated.
b. When the only information desired is whether or not the 
behavior was performed.
List some advantages for using checklists.
a. A great deal of information can be recorded on a checklist.
b. Checklists reduce the chances of overlooking essential 
behavior.
c. Checklists are very easy to use.
d. Checklists provide the opportunity to record the information 
quickly, the moment it occurs.
e. Checklists provide the means for recording gross changes 
in behavior over a period of time.
f. Checklists focus the observer ’s attention on specific 
behaviors.
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4. What are some things a teacher needs to be aware of when using
checklists.
a. Spontaneous3 unanticipated behavior cannot be recorded 
on a checklist.
b. Factors which may be influencing behavior are not noted.
c. There are biases in item selection.
d. Checklists give no information on the relative importance 
of the behaviors checked.
e. Checklists provide only information on the presence of 
a specified behavior— not frequency.
5. The first step to follow when developing informal checklists is:
X a. to determine the purpose for gathering.
 b. to list the behaviors in logical order.
_____c. to record the date of the behavior.
_____d. to determine whether the behavior was performed or not.
6. Checklists are best used for all but one of the following:
 a. to determine the presence or absence of a behavior.
 b. when the behavior is known in advance.
X c. when observing a series of behaviors.
_____d. to determine the quality or quantity of the behavior.
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7. Check the examples in which checklists can be used to observe 
the behavior:
X a. The teacher wants to observe whether students in her
class can climb, walk a balance beam, skip and throw 
a ball.
X b . The teacher is interested in finding out who can button,
zip, snap and take their coats off and put their coats 
on.
 c. The teacher is interested in finding out how well each
child can pronounce the letters of the alphabet.
 d. The teacher is interested in how well the child can
read.
8. Check the statements that are true.
T a. Checklists do not tell anything about the quality of
behavior.
 b. Checklists tell how often a behavior occurs. False -
Checklists only record the presence or absence of a 
behavior.
 c. A checklist is a complicated type of observation
recording system. False - Checklists are simple and 
easy to use.
 d. Checklists deal mainly with the statements about children's
feelings and attitudes. False - Checklists contain ob­
jective statements about behavior.
T e. Checklists are used only to record information about
behavior known in advance.
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Study Exercise 
Checklists
Example from pre-school checklist:
The child is able to jump. Yes____ No
Consider what a difference it would make in your observation if the 
behavior "jumping" was defined on a checklist as:
The child jumps with both feet forward, a distance of at 
least one foot, and lands on both feet, without falling 
over.
Yes No
Can you make more specific statements using the following behavior 
descriptions found on one teacher's checklist?
A. The child maintains his balance. Yes No
Specific Statement:
B. The child pays attention. Yes No
Specific Statement:
C. The child can multiply. Yes No
Specific Statement:
D. The child is neat. Yes No
Specific Statement:
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In the Classroom 
Checklist Exercise
Directions: On the form below, construct a checklist which could be
used in your classroom. Select an area or basic skill 
(i.e., place value, etc.) and write it in the space pro­
vided. The items down the left side of the page should 
be steps that a student would need to accomplish in mas­
tering this area, or skill. At the tops of the columns, 
fill in the time periods for your observation, depending 
on whether you use weekly or daily intervals to observe.
Name:
Basic Area or Skill:
Observation TimesTasks
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In Your Classroom 
Checklist Exercise
You have learned the checklist is an instrument which allows the 
observer to gather valuable information in a short period of time. In 
addition, once the checklist has been designed, it can be used many 
times.
.Design a checklist dealing with a mathmatical concept for the 
primary level.
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Sample Primary Math Checklist
Math Checklist 
Testing Math Concept 1-20
Student's Name____________________________________________
Ob server________________________________________________ _
D a t e ___________________ _ _ _ _ ________________
Directions: Place the date the behavior was observed in the
blank next to the item.
4/20/80 1. 
4/22/80 2. 
4/23/80 3.
4/23/80 4.
4/24/80 5.
4/24/80 6.
_______  7.
  8.
_______  9.
  10.
  11.
  12.
______  13.
______ 14.
15.
Can count to 10 without error.
Can count to 20 without error.
When the teacher says, "Hand me 10 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 11 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 12 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 13 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 14 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 15 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 16 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 17 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 18 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 19 
the child is able to do it without 
When the teacher says, "Hand me 20 
the child is able to do it without 
Can arrange number cards in proper 
to ten.
Can arrange number cards in proper 
to twenty.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,11
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
pencils, please,"
error.
sequence from one
sequence from one
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Rating Scales
R a t i n g  s c a l e s  a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  c h e c k l i s t s  i n  t h a t  t h e y  a r e  u s e d  w h e n
the specific behaviors can be anticipated. But the rating scale has
the added dimension of providing a record of:
• the degree to which a behavior occurs
•the frequency of the behavior and/or
•the quality characteristic of the performance
•the extent to which a particular quality is present.
W hen t e a c h e r s  u s e  a  r a t i n g  s c a l e ,  t h e y  a r e  m a k in g  a  c o m p a r a t i v e
j u d g m e n t .  F o r  E x a m p le :
A teacher of three-year-olds might rate "excellent" 
a child who could sit still for 5 minutes and listen 
to a story. However, if that same teacher were rating 
a five-year-old, the teacher might rate a child who 
could sit still only five minutes as "poor" or 
"average."
The teacher's decision was based on 1) what the teacher expects of three- 
year-olds in general— or in other words their past experiences of what 
they have learned to expect from children and 2) what the child is like 
in comparison to others in the class.
Because an observer makes these comparative judgments when using 
a rating scale, there are possibilities for inaccuracy or bias in using 
this form. Each person's judgment may be different because they are 
based upon their past experiences. It is, therefore, important for the 
teacher to consider judgments carefully.
When are rating scales used?
R a t i n g  s c a l e s  a r e  u s e d  w h e n  t h e  s p e c i f i c  b e h a v i o r  t o  b e  o b s e r v e d  
c a n  b e  a n t i c i p a t e d  a n d  w h e n  a  r o u g h  e s t i m a t e  o f  q u a l i t y  a n d / o r  q u a n t i t y
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of behavior is desired. A rating scale can tell comparatively how well 
or how poorly a child does something. It can also tell roughly how often 
a behavior occurs. A teacher can also use a rating scale to compare the 
behavior or performance of different children.
How are rating scales used?
• The teacher decides what behavior or series of behaviors to be 
observed.
•The teacher decides how to rate the behavior.
•The teacher decides when to observe- 
•The teacher decides where to observe.
•The teacher rates the behavior and records the information on 
the rating scale.
The purpose of the observation will be the determining factor for 
the type of rating scale form which will be constructed or selected.
There are several different rating scale forms, but two common elements 
are essential:
•A list of the dimensions of the behavior
•The scale(s) which will be used to rate each of the behaviors 
The first step is to prepare a list of the important features of 
the behaviors which are to be judged (the dimensions of observable be­
havior). The second step is determined by which type of scale is se­
lected: constant alternative scale, changing alternative scale, numer­
ical rating scale, simple continuum rating scale, or descriptive rating 
scale. Descriptions of the different types of scales follow.
Constant Alternative Scales
Scales in which the same set of alternatives are used to rate 
dimension of the behavior are termed constant alternative scales, 
pies of alternatives which might be used are:
Descriptors
always - sometimes - never
excellent - very good - average - fair - poor 
Numerical
1 2 3 4 5 6
Example of Constant Alternative Scale
Name:
Date:
Observer:
Directions: Underline the word which best describes 
social performance for each item. N/0 = 
cucity to observe.
the child's 
no oppor-
1. Shows interest in other children?
Always Sometimes Never N/C
2. Initiates a conversation with at least one other child?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
3. Shares toys and/or materials with other children?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
4. Participates in group activity?
Always Sometimes Never E/0
5. Relates experiences to other children?
Always Sometime:) Never N/0
<5. Displays a leade-'rhi.r vole un a group situation?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
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every
Exam-
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Changing Alternative Scales
This type of rating scale uses different sets of alternatives to 
rate dimensions of a behavior. Different alternatives usually include 
quality and frequency features. For example:
Quality
excellent - fair - poor 
Frequency
always - sometimes - never
Example of Changing Alternative Scale
Speaking Performance 
• C Z n te ra e d L < iie i L e v e l )
Same
•Jbssrver  __ _
Pace _______
Directions: Underline the vord which best describes your feelings
about the student's performance on that item.
S/0 “ So opportunity to observe
X. When speaking before the class. does the student hold Che 
group's interest?
Always Usually Always
lotcreating Interesting Boring
2. Xo the student's speech diicincc and clear?
Very Usually Unintelligible „,n
•Clear Clear '
3. toes the student use Is'iguage appropriate to his ase level?
Almost Udually Hardly
Always Xv*r
4. Xu Eh*. student at ease when speaking before the group?
Uery Somewhat Very
kelased Servsus Hervnus
5.1 3oes the student choose vocabulary to beat espress his thoughts?
Very Appropriate Usually Well Inappropriate
Vocabulary Cheneu Vocabulary Vocabulary
Ccar.ents:
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Numerical Rating Scale
In using a numerical rating scale, the teacher simply checks or 
circles a number to indicate the degree to which a behavior is present 
or to indicate the degree of quality present in a behavior performance. 
A key is provided so that the teacher is sure of the meanings of the 
number codes.
Example of Numerical Rating Scale
H'JMHHICAl SATING SCALE
N a o e :______________________________________________________
Date:___________________________________________
Observer;_______________________________________
Directions: Circle the number uhich best describes the child's
appropriate behavior for each itov..
Key: 0 * no problem
1 ■» wild pnoble::.:
2 * cvodorate problem
3 * severe problem
ii/G " no opportunity to observe
1. Hits other children?
C 1 2 3 M/0
2. Talks out of turn?
0 1 2  3 V./O
3. Calls o£h':r children names?
0 1 2  3 M/0
h. Seeks attention of ether children in disruptive nanner?
0 1 2 V Itip
5. Gives orders to ether children?
0 1 2 3 li/0
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Continuum Rating Scale
This type of a scale consists of a vertical line with points along 
the line identified. The teacher may mark anywhere on the continuum.
Example of Continuum Rating Scale
Name;_____ _____________________________ ____________________________________
;        ________
Observer?_________________ __________________________________________________
Directions: Put an "X” at any point along the line to indicate the child's
social performance on each item. N/0 means no opportunity to 
observe.
1. Shows interest in other children?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
1, Initiates a conversation with at least one other child?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
3. Shares toys and/or materials with other children?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
A. Participates in group activity?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
3. Relates experiences to other children?
Always Sometimes Never N/O
G. Displays a leadership role in a group situation?
Always Sometimes Never N/0
Comments:
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Descriptive Rating Scale
This type of form consists of specific descriptions in which the 
frequency or quality is recorded. An advantage of this type of scale 
is that results are more objective because the specific descriptors are 
defined in extensive behavioral terms. A possible disadvantage is that 
there may be difficulty indicating a rating which includes only some of 
one discriptor.
Sample of Descriptive Rating Scale
Kaira; 
Cate: _
©ba«rv*ir:
uiwr.iLocs: Fui an I at any point elong the line to indicate 
the child'a pcrfcrcance ua etch iten.
1. So whiit or. ter. t dnr.3 the child participate in a group activity?
X
Child Involves hic- 
eclZ/herself in a 
group activity; 
works vith others; 
■hire* ideas: ini­
tiates activities.
Child scr-.etrices in­
volves hiKselr'/her- 
self in group acti­
vity; sometimes 
shares ideas; sone- 
Cizies Initiates 
activities.
Child does noc in­
volve hlnscif/her- 
self in a group 
activity; works by 
self; does r.or 
share ideas.
2. to what extent does the child nhou interest in others? 
i__________________________ E_____________________
Sc very interested 
in other children; 
initiates conver­
sations; seeks 
group leadership.
Sooetlr.es shoos in­
terest in other 
children: aoiauetcus 
works -nd plays 
with others; occa­
sionally seeks 
group leadership.
Shows nc incereat in 
r.ther e.hlldri".t; pra­
ter ro work and play 
by himseit/hersclJ: 
docs no: seek group 
leadership.
Cotoseals:
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The following descriptive rating scale has been devised to evaluate 
a student's product: in this case a term project. The wording is in
general terms so that the scale may be applied to different types of 
projects. Each student's product is rated separately on each term.
Sample of Descriptive Rating Scale
Name
Date
Project
1. How complete is the project?
Project complete in 
cvc: ry detail
''Added touches" are 
needed to .taprove project
Project unacceptable 
in its present ferns
2. To what extent does the finished project correspond to proposed plan?
Project corresponds 
exactly to plan
Project differs from 
plan
Project bears little 
resemblance to plan
3. Does the project show originality?
Project is imaginative, 
and creative.
Project is imaginative 
.fa same respects
Project is exact repro­
duction of printed 
example or teacher's 
suggest! oil
4. Is the finished project attractive and neat?
Project is very neat 
and attractive
Project has a fev "rough 
spot.3” that, if corrected, 
would improve its 
appearance.
Project has been 
carelessly done
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In summary, a rating scale is a device for systematically recording 
observer's judgments about a behavior. There are many types of rating 
scales but each contains statements about the presence of behavior and 
a scale to rate each behavior. The scale tells something about the 
quality or quantity of the behavior. Rating scales are used when the 
behavior can be anticipated and when it is desirable to know something 
about the quality and quantity of behavior.
Rating Scales 
Study Questions and Exercises
Study Questions
Rating Scales 
How do rating scales differ from checklists
When are rating scales used?
Check the statements which are true about rating scales.
 a. Indicate something about the quality of the behavior
being observed.
 b. Indicate something about the quantity of behavior
being observed.
 c. Are generally very accurate.
_____d. Tell how often a behavior occurs.
_____e. Rely on teacher judgments.
_____f. Provide more information than a checklist.
Check the examples in which ratings scales would be best used to 
find out:
 a. How many pictures a child draws each day.
 b. How well a child draws.
 c. Whether a child can identify the first 10 letters of
the alphabet.
_____d. In comparison to other children, about how often a
child plays with others.
_____e. How many math problems a child completes.
 f. How well a child pays attention.
Rating scales provide a record of:
 a. the degree to which a behavior occurs.
 b. the frequency of the behavior.
 c. the quality characteristic of the performance.
_____d. the extent to which a particular quality is present.
e. all of the above.
Rating scales in which the same set of alternatives are used are 
called:
 a. Constant alternative scales.
 b. Changing alternative scales.
 c. Numerical rating scales.
 d. Continuum rating scales.
 e. Descriptive rating scales.
The type of scale consisting of a vertical line with points along 
the line identified is called:
 a. Constant alternative scale.
 b. Changing alternative scale.
 c. Numerical rating scale.
 d. Continuum rating scale.
 e. Descriptive rating scale.
The type of scale using different sets of alternatives to rate 
the dimensions of a behavior is called:
 a. Constant alternative scale.
 b. Changing alternative scale.
 c. Numerical rating scale.
 d. Continuum rating scale.
 e. Descriptive rating scale.
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Study Question Answers 
Rating Scales
1. How do rating scales differ from checklists?
The rating scale provides a record of:
•the degree to which a behavior occurs.
• the frequency of the behavior 
'the quality of the performance.
• the extent to which a particular quality is present.
2. When are rating scales used?
Rating scales are used when the specific behavior to be observed 
can be anticipated and when a rough estimate of quality or 
quantity of behavior is desired.
Check the statements which are true about rating scales.
X a. Indicate something about the quality of the behavior
being observed.
 b. Indicate something about the quantity of behavior
being observed.
X c. Are generally very accurate.
 d. Tell how often a behavior occurs.
X e. Rely on teacher judgments.
X f. Provide more information than a checklist.
Check the examples in which rating scales would be best used to 
find out:
 a. How many pictures a child draws each day.
X b. How well a child draws.
 c. Whether a child can identify the first 10 letters of
the alphabet.
 d. In comparison to other children, about how often a
child plays with others.
 e. How many math problems a child completes.
X f. How well a child pays attention.
Rating scales provide a record of:
X a. the degree to which a behavior occurs.
 b. the frequency of the behavior.
X c. the quality characteristic of the performance.
 d. the extent to which a particular quality is present.
e. all of the above.
Rating scales in which the same set of alternatives are used are 
called:
X a. Constant alternative scales.
 b. Changing alternative scales.
_____c. Numerical rating scales.
_____d. Continuum rating scales.
 e. Descriptive rating scales.
The type of scale consisting of a vertical line with points along 
the line identified is called:
_____a. Constant alternative scale.
 b. Changing alternative scale.
_____c. Numerical rating scale.
X d. Continuum rating scale.
 e. Descriptive rating scale.
The type of scale using different sets of alternatives to rate the 
dimensions of a behavior is called:
_____a. Constant alternative scale.
X b. Changing alternative scale.
_____c. Numerical rating scale.
 d. Continuum rating scale.
_____e. Descriptive rating scale.
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In The Classroom 
Rating Scale Exercise
Directions: Prepare a scale which is designed to evaluate student be­
havior in group situations. A separate report will be 
kept for each student.
Student’s Name ________________________________________
Teacher Date
1.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
2 .
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
3.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
4.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
5.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
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In The Classroom 
Rating Scale Exercise Sample Answer
The following scale has been designed to evaluate the behavior of 
a student in group situations. A separate report is kept for each 
student. A mark is made at any place along the line to indicate the 
rating.
Student's Name ____________________________________ _
Teacher Date
1. Volunteers to take leadership roles (i.e., chairman, project 
leader, team captain, etc.) in group situations.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
2. Volunteers to take supportive voles (i.e., assistant to chair­
man, committee member, project helper, etc.) in group 
situations.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
3. Shows overt sign of frustration when ongoing behavior is
interrupted or interfered with by teacher or other students.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
4. Holds "grudges'' against other students with whom he has 
come into conflict.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
5. Is chosen by other children to be part of games, projects, 
committees, etc.
Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never
In The Classroom
Identify an area of behavior or skill attainment with which you 
are concerned.
Select a rating scale to assess pupil behavior in that area. You 
may use the rating scale you prepared on the preceeding page, select 
one of the scales found in the appendix, or find a commercially pre­
pared scale which is suited for your purposes.
Complete the rating scale for at least six pupils. Compare their 
performance as described by the rating scales.
PART III
Tallying, Charting and Graphing Behavior
Part III consists of specific recording systems 
for enumerating frequency and duration of behavior. 
Topics include: time sampling, frequency counts,
duration records, participation charts, graphing, and 
baseline recording.
Time Sampling for Frequency and Duration
Time sampling refers to limiting observation to fixed time intervals, 
such as a two minute observation every two hours. After the two minute 
interval, the teacher simply records whether or not the behavior occurred 
at all. This procedure can be used with frequency counts or duration of 
behavior which are described in the next two sections. A very precise 
observation procedure, time sampling is particularly useful when the 
behavior to be observed happens very frequently or the behavior is con­
tinuous .
When is time sampling used?
Time sampling is used when behaviors occur very often or continu­
ously. For example, some behaviors are difficult to count because they 
happen so often. It's like trying to count the number of times a humming 
bird beats his wings or the number of times a nervous person taps his 
pencil on a table. Likewise, it is hard to count behaviors which are 
not discrete such as sitting on the floor, or listening to the stereo.
It's difficult to know when these behaviors begin and end.
How is time sampling used?
For instance, if it is important to gain accurate information 
about Andrew's "on task behavior," rather than observing it each time 
it happens, the teacher looks for it at certain time intervals. Short 
intervals of thirty seconds to two minutes are interspersed through­
out the school day. For example, the teacher might wish to see if 
Andrew is on task during thirty second intervals occurring every 5 
minutes, for 45 minutes. Starting at 9:00 a.m., she watches Andrew
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for 30 seconds. If he is on task during the entire interval of 30 
seconds, she records a on the following chart in the 9:00 block.
If he is out of his seat at any time during the 30 second interval, she 
records a "+" in the square. The teacher observes and records Andrew's 
on task behavior every 5 minutes. At that time she again observes for 
a 30-second interval.
Time Sampling of Andrew's On Task Behavior
Name  Andrew Petersen________________Date 4-20-80______
Teacher Helen Pearson
- + + + + - + - + +
9:00 9:05 9:10 9:15 9:20 9:25 9:30 9:35 9:40 9:45
+ = not on task
- = on task (completing assignments)
The data shows that Andrew was not on task during seven of ten ob­
served intervals. The teacher may wish to record the behavior at 
another time period during the same day.
How many time periods to use is based on the teacher's previous 
experiences with the behavior. If appropriate, the teacher should make 
sure that the time periods include a variety of activities. The be­
havior should be observed only during designated time periods. An 
anecdotal record may be used if some unexpected incident related to 
the behavior occurs at another time.
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Frequency Counts
Frequency count is simply recording the frequency of occurrency 
of a specific behavior. This, therefore, involves counting the number 
of times a pinpointed or specific behavior happens during a given time 
period. When we say that a behavior occurs 20 times per day, 4 times 
each morning, 2 times per hour, or twice per minute, we are talking 
about the frequency of the behavior, or how often it happens. When 
using frequency counts, you must do the following things:
•pinpoint the behavior;
•decide how to count the behavior;
•decide when to observe the behavior;
•decide where to observe the behavior;
•mark or note each occurrence of the behavior; and 
•record the frequency of the behavior.
How is behavior counted?
Only discrete behaviors which are separable from other behaviors 
or events are used. For example, on the frequency count form which 
follows, the behavior of "talking out" is defined as "any verbal 
utterancy without teacher permission." Thus, anytime the child "talks 
out" the teacher makes a tally mark on a chart.
Other ways of counting behavior are a wrist counter, tape 
on wrist, and knitting counters. Sometimes children can count 
the frequency of their own behavior by putting a button in a 
cup each time it happens or moving a bead from one side of a
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string to another. Similarly, teachers can count their own 
behavior by using such devices.
Example of Frequency Count Record Form
Date: from 2-10-80 
to 2-14-80
Name: Lisa Morris
Observer: Diane King
Behavior description: Talking cut— any verbal utterance 
without teacher permission.
Time
Date Period Frequency Tallies Total
2-10-80 ///// ///// // 12
2-11-80 ///// ///// //// 14
2-12-80 ///// /// 8
2-13-80 tllli mil ! 11
2-14-80 m u  nu 9
Average per day = 10.4 talking out behaviors per day
When is behavior counted?
After deciding how to count the behavior, the next decision
is to figure out when to observe. Obviously, the most accurate 
way is to record the behavior each time it happens. This is easy 
to do for behaviors which are obvious and don't happen very often,
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such as a child being tardy for class. However, it is impractical 
to expect a teacher to observe every occurence of behaviors which 
are less obvious and happen frequently each day, such as biting 
nails. It is often necessary to count these behaviors only during 
specified time periods, rather than all day long. This is time 
sampling which was discussed in the previous section.
When sampling behavior, remember two things— first, count 
the behavior for about the same amount of time each day. For 
example, if you observe a behavior for 10 minutes per day, during 
the next observation again observe it for about 10 minutes. Second, 
count the behavior at about the same time period each day. For 
instance, if you observed from 9:00 to 9:10 one day, observe during 
approximately the same time period in the next observation.
Where do observations take place?
After deciding how to count and when to observe, consider 
where to observe the behavior. Usually the behavior is observed 
in the situation where it happens most often. It is a good idea 
to note on your record form the situations in which the behavior 
was observed such as "during math," "during lunch," or "on the 
playground."
How is a frequency count completed?
Observe the behavior and mark your observations on a record form 
or count it on a wrist counter immediately after each occurrence.
Enter the time period of observation if it is a time sampling. Each 
record form enables the observer to tell at a glance how frequently
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a particular behavior occurred over a period of time. The frequency of 
a particular behavior is sometimes referred to as rate of occurrence.
How is a Frequency Count Implemented?
Summary:
Steps
Step 1: Write a short-term
objective. (Be sure it is 
measurable.)
Step 2: Pinpoint the behavior
you wish to measure.
Step 3: Decide when you wish
to measure the behavior.
Step 4: Decide how much of the
behavior you wish to measure 
and record.
Step 5: Establish a consistent
measurement.
Step 6: Decide how to record
the data.
Example
During the one-hour reading 
period, Bobby will not get 
out of his seat except to come 
to group instruction.
The teacher wishes to measure 
the number of times Bobby gets 
out of his seat during the one- 
hour reading period. The im­
portant dimension that the 
teacher will focus on will be 
frequency of occurrence during 
the one-hour time period.
The teacher will count this 
behavior each day during read­
ing period for two weeks.
The teacher will record all 
occurrences of the behavior, 
not just a sample of the 
behavior.
Reading period always includes 
seat work using the reading 
book and workbook. During 
reading period, Bobby will come 
to the reading circle for ten 
minutes of direct-teacher 
instruction.
During reading period, the 
teacher will keep a tally sheet 
and mark any time Bobby is out 
of his seat except when he is 
given permission. At the end 
of the reading period, the 
teacher will add up the tally 
marks and record the number of 
times he was out of his seat.
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Step 7: Record the data. Name Todd Watson
Date Number of times out of seat
2/18/80 1111111 7
2/19/80 uuu 6
2/20/80 llll 4
2/21/80 m 3
2/22/80 n 2
2/25/80 / 1
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Duration Records
Duration is the amount of time spent exhibiting the behavior. 
The teacher records the duration, or the total time period, of 
the occurrence.
When is a duration record used?
There are times when the frequency of a behavior alone will not 
reveal valuable information. The following example is illust­
rative of this:
Miss King, the teacher, wants informa­
tion on Ted's out-of-seat behavior. She 
completed a frequency count and found 
that Ted only left his seat 4 to 6 
times each day. However, through an 
observance of the duration or the amount 
of time out of his seat Miss King dis­
covered that Ted stayed out of his 
seat 45 minutes per day.
Examples of behaviors for which duration counts are conducted 
are: playing with others, working on task, time spent at the
desk, etc. Thus, when seeking information on length of time 
engaged in a specific behavior, a record of the duration of the 
behavior is needed.
How is duration recorded?
The following form is a sample of one used for a duration 
of behavior. The teacher recorded the time the child spent out 
of his seat. The behavior is operationally defined so that an 
observer will be able to record the occurrence of behavior.
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Example of Duration of Behavior Record Form
Date: from 1-18-80 
to 1-20-80
Name Ted Allen
Observer Diane King
Behavior Description Out of seat behavior: wandering around room in
any aimless movement not connected with assigned tasks.
Time Starting 
Date Period Time Duration-minutes Total Minutes
01-18-80 9:28 11 minutes
11:14 7 minutes
1:32 10 minutes
2:17 12 minutes
40
01-19-80 9:05 9 minutes
10:46 4 minutes
11:30 13 minutes
1:10 8 minutes
1:55 6 minutes
2:18 1G minutes
so
01-20-80 9:05 5 minutes
9:30 15 minutes
11:45 15 minutes
2:10 10 minutes
45
Average *• 45 minutes per day
Time Sampling, Frequency Counts, and Duration 
Study Questions and Exercises
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Study Questions 
Time Sampling, Frequency and Duration
1. What is meant by "time sampling?"
2. When is time sampling used?
3. When sampling behavior, what are two important things that must be 
taken into account?
4. What is "frequency count?"
5. Define "duration."
6. When is duration used?
7. What are two advantages for using a frequency or duration count?
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Multiple Choice:
8. Time sampling is particularly useful:
 a. when the behavior happens very frequently.
 b. when the behavior is not discrete.
 c. for observing the behavior of several children.
d. a and b above.
9. When using time sampling:
 a. the quality of behavior is assessed.
 b. the behavior is observed at predetermined periods of time.
 c. the behaviors of several children can be assessed at one
time.
d. none of the above.
10. If some unexpected incident related to the targeted behavior 
occurs at another time:
 a. time sampling could still be used.
 b. an anecdotal record should be used.
 c. a checklist should be used.
 d. a rating scale should be used.
Study Question Answers 
Time Sampling, Frequency and Duration
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1. What is meant by "time sampling?"
Time sampling refers to observing behavior at fixed time 
intervals.
2. When is time sampling used?
Time sampling is used when behaviors occur very often or contin­
uously. The behavior is observed at fixed intervals.
3. When sampling behavior, what are two important things that must be 
taken into account?
a. Count the behavior for the same amount of time each day.
b. Count the behavior at about the same time period each day.
4. What is "frequency count?"
Frequency count is simply recording the frequency of occurrence 
of a specific behavior.
5. Define "duration."
Duration is the amount of time spent exhibiting the behavior.
6. When is duration used?
When seeking information on length of time engaged in a specific
behavior, a record of the duration of the behavior is needed.
7. What are two advantages for using a frequency or duration count?
a. Information is easily interpreted.
b. Information is easily recorded with frequency and duration.
c. Frequency and duration yields a picture of behavior problems 
and are objective.
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Multiple Choice:
8. Time sampling is particularly useful:
X a. when the behavior happens very frequently.
 b. when the behavior is not discrete.
 c. for observing the behavior of several children.
d. a and b above.
9. When using time sampling:
 a. the quality of behavior is assessed.
X b. the behavior is observed at predetermined periods of time.
 c. the behaviors of several children can be assessed at one
time.
d. none of the above.
10. If some unexpected incident related to the targeted behavior 
occurs at another time:
 a. time sampling could still be used.
X b. an anecdotal record should be used.
 c. a checklist should be used.
 d. a rating scale should be used.
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Study Exercise 
Duration
Some behaviors are measured best by duration since they may occur 
for very different lengths of time. An example is being out-of-seat in 
class. To be out-of-seat once in a day does not tell us much. The 
child may have stayed out-of-seat for one minute or one hour.
Check those items which would be best measured by recording duration:
Number of words missed in reading
Playing with other children
_Working on-task
Completing math problems
_Number of pages read
_Nail-biting
_Hitting
Problems missed in math
JPutting toys away
Crying
_Raising hand
_Looking out the window
Sitting on the floor
interrupting another person
_Reading paragraph orally
Sharpening pencil
Throwing ball
Think of others:
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Study Exercise Answers 
Duration
Some behaviors are measured best by duration since they may occur 
for very different lengths of time. An example is being out-of-seat in 
class. To be out-of-seat once in a day does not tell us much. The 
child may have stayed out-of-seat for one minute or one hour.
Check those items which would be best measured by recording duration:
 Number of words missed in reading  Putting toys away
 Playing with other children X Crying
X Working on-task__________________ _____Raising hand
 Completing math problems X Looking out the window
 Number of pages read___________________Sitting on the floor
X Nail-biting______________________ _____Interrupting another person
 Hitting__________________________ ____ Reading paragraph orally
 Problems missed in math___________ _____Sharpening pencil
 Throwing ball
Think of others:
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In the Classroom 
Time Sampling Exercise
Complete the following activities using the time sample form below:
1. Observe a classroom setting
2. Select a target behavior which a child exhibits. This be­
havior should be one which occurs at a very high rate or 
continuously for long periods of time and one "for which it 
is hard to determine when the behavior starts and stops."
3. Define the behavior.
4. Look for the behaviors during four different periods.
5. Tally the behavior each time it occurs.
TIME SAMPLING RECORD
Name:__________________________________
Date:__________________________________
Observer:___________________________ ___
Behavior Description:________________
Number of
Time Period Activity Times Observed
Total
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In the Classroom 
Frequency Count Exercise
Complete the following activity on the Frequency Count Record 
form below:
1. Observe a classroom setting.
2. Identify a behavior which a child exhibits. This behavior 
should be one that can be counted.
3. Define the behavior in operational terms.
4. Observe for at least three 15-minute periods.
5. Tally the behavior each time it occurs.
FREQUENCY COUNT RECORD FORM
Name:______________________________________
Date:_____________  to___________________
Observer:______
Behavior Description:_________________________ _______
Time Sampling 
Date (If used) Frequency-Tallies Total
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In the Classroom 
Duration Reaords, Exercise
Complete the following activity on the Duration form below:
1. Observe a classroom setting.
2. Identify a behavior which a child exhibits. This behavior 
should be one which occurs for a length of time.
3. Define the behavior.
4. Observe the behavior three times. Each time period should
be at least thirty minutes in length.
5. Record the duration of the behavior each time it occurred.
DURATION RECORD FORM
Name:__________________________________
Date:__________________________________
Observer:____________________________ __
Behavior Description:_______
Time Starting Duration 
Date Period Time In Minutes Total Minutes
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Participation Charts
Another way of recording systematic observation is the use of 
Participation Charts. These charts provide information on a student’s 
participation in some activity and are a form of frequency count. 
Participation charts are also related to checklists since they provide 
the teacher with information on the presence or absence of an indicated 
participation type behavior. However, they are unique in two ways. 
First, they are used to record information about several children, often 
a whole class. Second, they are used to record each child's participa­
tion in a particular activity.
When to use participation charts
First, participation charts are used to help the teacher check on 
each child's participation in an activity or activities. Because of the 
many activities which occur in an average classroom, the teacher may 
overlook the quantity and quality of a child's (or several children's) 
participation in class. By the use of a participation chart, the 
teacher can easily see who answers questions, who volunteers to talk, 
who answers questions appropriately and not appropriately, and who 
never participates. By using a mark for each instance of participation, 
it is easy to see how many times each child participates. Second, the 
teacher can use a participation chart to see which activities or centers 
are used throughout the day and which are avoided.
How to use and construct participation charts
There are four simple steps to follow when charting participation:
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1. Pinpoint the behavior to be observed.
2. Make a participation chart to record the behavior.
3. Conduct the observation.
4. Immediately after a behavior occurs, record it on the par­
ticipation chart.
Participation charts are quite simple to construct since they 
consist essentially of just two aspects:
1. the name of students involved in the activity which is being 
observed; and
2. a place to make a record (tally mark) of each participation 
made.
The format of the participation form can be organized in several 
ways. The simplest form and the one most often used is to list the 
names of the student and provide a space to tally each student's 
participation.
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Examples of Participation Charts
Center Participation
Observer: Erma Johnston
Dace; February 22, 1980
' ♦
Directions; Place a check in the appropriate space each time a child
entera and participates in a center for more than five 
uinaces.
Children Art Hath/Science Reading Center
1. Larry // _ /  /
2. Bobby /  __ .. . —  JIL
3. Alice MILL _
4. Paul _/____ / /
3. David -LJL
6. Greg / /
7. Lucy j ____ /
8. Pauli ..JJ . ... t
9. Christa J J ____ i
10. Judy _/_____ u
FAXTICTPATlOl! CHART
Activity: Social Studies Discussion
Date: February 15, 1980
Observer: Kent Pape
Jtl-JKS KsrtirlrtMon in whole class discussion
Jin • m u
Alan n
Judy m
Mack H u
Lyras t
Sue
Alice m u  u
Todd m
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Another participation chart form utilizes a seating chart. An 
example of this form follows:
PARTICIPATION CHART
Seating Chart
Virginia Chuckle Buffy
Ryan Susie Lisa
ED
Melanie Todd
r m
Laura ScotC
Shelley Kenny
CLASSROOM SETTING
Leslie •Joey Debbie
Acti vity: Social Studies Discussion 
Date:
Observer: S. Binger
March 10, 1980
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Another possible form is used when the observer seeks to gather 
more than a frequency count. Many times it is desireable to gather 
information that gives the observer an indication of the appropriate­
ness or quality of the participation. The participation chart shown 
below is an example. Note that some type of coding system is necessary.
Activity: Discussion - Social Studies
Date:_____ February 15. 1980__________
Observer: Bill Page______
Names:
Bruce 
Larry 
Linda 
Shirley 
Lisa 
Todd 
Ernie
Code:
X = relevant contribution 
0 = irrelevant contribution 
- = neutral contribution
0 0
r  1 ■ ■
_ _
X X
0 0 0
X — — X
X X X X X
X X 0
Participation Charts 
Study Questions and Exercises
Study Questions
Participation Charts 
How are participation charts related to checklists?
How do participation charts differ from checklists?
List at least two advantages for using participation charts.
Four steps should be followed when using participation charts.
What step is missing?
a .____________________ .
b. construct the chart.
c. conduct the observation.
d. record behavior immediately.
A Participation Chart makes it possible for the teacher to observe 
the behavior of________________________________________________.
Information should be recorded on a participation chart:
 a. at the end of the day.
 b. when the behavior occurs.
 c. at the end of the week.
 d. the time is not that important.
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7. A Participation Chart could include information concerning:
 a. quality of behavior.
 b. quantity of behavior.
 c. presence or absence of behavior.
 d. both b and c.
 e. all of the above.
8. A Participation Chart could show:
 a. how many times a child participates in an activity.
 b. which activities the child participates in.
 c. how long it takes for the child to complete an assignment.
 d. all of the above.
 e. a and b only.
9. Check the examples in which a participation chart could be used:
 a. How many questions each child answers during social
studies.
 b. The type of questions children ask during social studies.
 c. How often each child attends each learning center.
 d. Which children participate in each of the learning
centers.
 e. How well children ask questions during math,
_____f. Which self-help skills children can do.
Study Question Answers
Participation Charts
How are participation charts related to checklists?
a. They provide information on a student ’s participation in 
some activity.
b. They provide the teacher with the information on the presence 
or absence of an indicated participation-type behavior.
How do participation charts differ from checklists?
a. They are used to record information about several children3 
often a whole class.
b. They are used to record each child’s participation in a 
particular activity.
List at least two advantages for using participation charts.
a. Participation charts can gather information on more than
one student at a time.
b. Participation charts can be marked immediately.
c. Participation charts are objective.
Four steps should be followed when using participation charts.
What step is missing?
a. pinpoint the behavior.
b . construct the chart.
c. conduct the observation.
d. record behavior immediately.
A Participation Chart makes it possible for the teacher to observe 
the behavior of any number of children. ____   .
Information should be recorded on a participation chart:
  a. at the end of the day.
X b. when the behavior occurs.
 c. at the end of the week.
 d. the time is not that important.
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7. A Participation Chart could include information concerning:
 a. quality of behavior.
 b. quantity of behavior.
 c. presence or absence of behavior.
X d. both b and c.
 e. all of the above.
8. A Participation Chart could show:
 a. how many times a child participates in an activity.
 b. which activities the child participates in.
 c. how long it takes for the child to complete an assignment.
 d. all of the above.
X e. a and b only.
9. Check the examples in which a participation chart could be used:
X a. How many questions each child answers during social
studies.
 b. The type of questions children ask during social studies.
X c. How often each child attends each learning center.
X d. Which children participate in each of the learning
centers.
 e. How well children ask questions during math.
 f. Which self-help skills children can do.
In The Classroom
Participation Charts
Choose an activity or center in the classroom for which you would 
like to explore student participation.
Construct a participation chart to record the children's participa­
tion. Remember to include:
1. Title
2. Observer's name
3. Dates
4. Directions
5. Children's names
6. Participation opportunities
7. Spaces for recording
Record children's participation for at least two days. Keep a 
record of any problems you have in using the chart, making the 
observations or recording the observations.
Discuss your results with your instructor or fellow colleagues. 
What do the results tell you about the students' participation in 
the activity or center? Did the results surprise you? What 
effects will the results of the charting of participation have 
on your instructional planning?
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Graphing
One of the easiest and most accurate ways to record behavior is 
through the use of graphing (sometimes referred to as charting). This 
type of observation recording merely requires the teacher to count the 
behavior and record the observations on a graph/chart.
When to use graphs
If a teacher has obtained information on a child by either tallying 
frequencies of behavior or through recording duration of behavior, it 
is easier to interpret the information if it is transferred to some 
kind of graph. Probably the most useful graphs are line graphs or 
simple bar graphs.
How to use and construct graphs
The use of graphs is a very effective way to display data. The 
graph illustrates in a visual manner changes in performance. Graphs 
can be used to aid teachers in making instructional decisions and to 
communicate effectively with the child, other professionals and parents. 
Children are often very interested in graphs of their behavior.
In order for a graph to be useful, the teacher needs to:
•clearly label the graph to indicate the behavior that is 
being observed;
• show time period involved; and
•record any information needed to interpret the observation.
The horizontal line indicates the number of observation periods, 
such as days; and the vertical line is used to represent the number of 
times the behavior is counted or times. It is possible to place observa­
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tions from different observation sessions on the same graph to facili­
tate comparisons.
The tallied count of Lisa Morris’ acting out behavior appears 
below:
Example of Frequency Count Record Form
Frequency Count Record Form
Date: from 2-10-80 
to 2-14-80
Name: Lisa Morris
Observer: Diane King
Behavior description: Talking out— any verbal utterance 
teacher permission.
without
Time
Date Period Frequency Tallies Total
2-10-80 ///// ///// // 12
2-11-80 ///// ///// //// 14
2-12-80 ///// /// 8
2-13-80 m n  m u  / 11
ro 1 -O' 1 00 0 1 m u  nu 9
Average per day = 10.4 talking-out behaviors per day.
Number 
of 
Talking 
Out 
Behaviors
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This data could be transferred to the following line graph:
Graphic Presentation of Frequency of Behavior 
Line Graph
20
Days
Lisa Morris' "Talking Out Behavior" as observed from 2-10-80 to 2-14-80.
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The same frequencies of behavior may be presented in a bar graph form 
as follows:
Bar Chart for Frequency of Behavior
20
cr
i-i
o
Hi
H03
H-o03
Oc
rt-
W
n>cr
pj
CH*OH
CO
Days
Lisa Morris' "Talking Out Behavior" as observed from 2-10-80 to 2-14-80.
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The Duration Record of Ted Allen’s out-of-seat behavior appears below: 
Example of Duration of Behavior Record Form
Date: from 1-18-80 
to 1-20-80
flams Ted Allen
Observer____ Diane King
Behavior Description Out: of seat behavior: wander ing around room in
er-.y aimless movement not connec ted with assigned tasks.
Time Starting 
hate Period Tima Duration-minutes Total Minutes
01-33-80 9:28 11 minutes
11:.U 7 minutes
1:32 10 minutes
_ 2:17__ 12 minutes
40
01-1S-S0 9*. 05 9 minutes
10:46 4 minutes
11:30 13 minutes
1:10 8 minutes
___________ 1:55 6 minutes
*
2:13 10 minutes
50
01-20-80 ___________ 9? 05__ ___ 3 juinutes____
9:.'0 1.5 minutes
___________ J.1 u\5_ _ _ _ljl jBjnutcs____
2:10 10 minutes
45
Avernee " 4 5  minutes per day
* \
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The example used for the duration of behavior on Ted Allen's "out-of- 
seat" behavior can also be recorded on a line graph as follows:
Graphic Prsscacation of Duration of Behavior
50-
45-
40-
K inutes o f   ^
viands r in g  2.5 
Eabnvior
T
bays
"Wandering Around tha Room Behavior
The same frequencies of behavior may be presented in a bar graph form:
E ar C-'ia v t  f a r  Q jr a c ian o f  3«ih:<vloY.
50‘- 
V i  -
KJout'iS
cf '"J ’
WandfcrXr;* 21 • 
aehi'viov
3C--
‘jr
Wi
T
Sefi "Wir.d--irir.il AzcoivJ \tfce 3a«a S<»h*vior."
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Two behaviors can be shown on the same line graph. For example, 
the teacher might want to compare Ted Allen's "wandering around the 
room behavior" with his "hitting" behavior. After tallying both be­
haviors, information for both could be transferred to the same graph 
for ease in comparing. An example of this is shown in the figure:
CrapMc-Hrcgotttatton-og trecmennies of Two Behaviors
  “ wandering
—  hitting
Number
of
Behaviors
20- 
*9 ■ 
SC- 
17- 
16 • 
15 • 
1A . 
13 - 
1?.- 
11- 
10- 
9 •
a-
7- 
6- 
5 • 
4 - 
3 •
A
\V
\
\
/'v
s
°1_... i -------------j------------ X~
Day*
Ted Allen's "Wandering Around the Sooni and Hitting Behaviors" as ob­
served frost 2-iO-ciQ co 2— 1**—30.
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Baseline Recording
Often a teacher decides to modify a target behavior— that is, pupil 
behavior— which needs to be decreased or increased. Once the target be­
havior is identified, the level at which the behavior is occurring must 
be established. The record of the frequency of the behavior before an 
attempt is made to influence that behavior is called the baseline. A 
baseline is, therefore, a pre-experimental record of a behavior.
It is possible for a teacher to determine whether or not a specific 
teaching or other intervention procedure used with a child has been ef­
fective by comparing the frequencies of the behavior before and after 
teaching. The "before" is the baseline.
Observation procedure for baseline
When teachers check the frequency of occurrence of behavior, before 
any intervention begins, baseline data on the behavior is obtained. The 
teacher notes when the observation begins, counts and tallies each time 
specific behavior occurs, and indicates the time the observation period 
ends. A base rate can then be determined by noting the frequency of 
behavior within an indicated time period. Often, the data is transfer­
red to a simple graph for ease in interpretation.
How to use baseline
The base rate tells the teacher how the child is doing before any
teaching toward changing the behavior occurred. For example:
Tommy never finished his math assignment. Tommy’s teacher 
worked out a plan to count the number of problems Tom fin­
ished during math period on five consecutive days. This 
baseline data was collected before any different procedures 
were initiated. Note the first section of the graph in the
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figure. This shows that the math problems that were finished 
during the math period were minimal. Again, the baseline 
information is needed for comparison to assess the effec­
tiveness of the procedures which will follow intervention.
After recording the baseline information on the graph (A), Tommy's 
teacher worked out a reward system. Every time Tommy completed a math 
assignment, he would receive a token. The tokens would be redeemable 
for free-time activities.
The second section of the graph indicates what happened during 
the next five-day period (B), the intervention program, when a reward 
was given for each problem completed. Notice that Tommy finished more 
math problems when reinforced.
During the next five days, Tommy did not receive tokens. Tommy's 
teacher again recorded the number of math problems completed in this 
third phase (A). Tommy completed fewer math problems, much like his 
baseline performance.
Note the third section, "No rewards," on the graph. When the re­
ward system was initiated during week four (B), Tommy again finished 
his math problems. There is now evidence that the tokens worked.
p m ftfto s  In  Tomrny's " H n l a h i n c  h i c 10 f«: ob lo rnaM
o v e r  a f  <i? u r o k _pe r i o dii _ o
T.otot
iUth
i-'vtobU'tto
WstU 1
liirervc-n tic s? .
Vfcw.fc 4 
in.Koirvcrttion 
l'\ ofcvosi
Graphing Baseline Recording 
Study Questions and Exercises
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Study Questions 
Graphing and Baseline Recording
1. In order for a graph to be useful, what three things should the 
teacher do?
2. What does the horizontal line represent on a graph?
3. What does the vertical line represent on a graph?
4. Define baseline.
5. What does the base rate tell a teacher?
Study Question Answers 
Graphing and Baseline Recordings
In order for a graph to be useful, what three things should the 
teacher do?
a. clearly label the graph to -indicate the behavior that is 
being observed.
b. show the time period involved; and
c. record any information needed to interpret the observations.
What does the horizontal line represent on a graph?
The number of observation periods.
What does the vertical line represent on a graph?
The quantity of behavior being counted or timed.
Define baseline.
The record of the frequency of the behavior before an attempt 
is made to influence that behavior.
What does the base rate tell a teacher?
The base rate tells the teacher how the child is doing before 
any teaching toward changing the behavior occured.
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Study Questions 
Baseline
Directions: Match the following terms with the examples which follow:
Talking-out without per­
mission.
Frequency count of talk- 
out kept by Mrs. Smith 
each day for two weeks 
during science.
Observed 40 times over a 
period of ten days for a 
total of ten hours. Rate 
of occurrence of target 
behavior: 4 times per
hour.
Diane eagerly agreed to 
refrain from talking-out 
during science to earn 
the privilege of visiting 
the library once a week 
for 25 minutes.
Diane would visit the 
library on Friday af­
ternoons if she had not 
talked-out more than 
eight times that week.
A. Observation Procedure
B. Result
C. Description of Intervention 
Program
D . Reinforcer
E. Description of Target 
Behavior
F. Baseline Data
G. Total Length of Program
6. Diane's talk-outs pres­
ently average four per 
week.
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Study Question Answers 
Baseline
Directions: Match the following terms with the examples which follow:
E 1.
A 2.
F 3.
C 4.
D 5.
Talking-out without per­
mission.
Frequency count of talk- 
out kept by Mrs. Smith 
each day for two weeks 
during science.
Observed 40 times over a 
period of ten days for a 
total of ten hours. Rate 
of occurrence of target 
behavior: 4 times per
hour.
Diane eagerly agreed to 
refrain from talking-out 
during science to earn 
the privilege of visiting 
the library once a week 
for 25 minutes.
Diane would visit the 
library on Friday af­
ternoons if she had not 
talked-out more than 
eight times that week.
A. Observation Procedure
B. Result
C. Description of Intervention 
Program
D. Reinforcer
E. Description of Target 
Behavior
F. Baseline Data
G. Total Length of Program
B 6. Diane’s talk-outs pres­
ently average four per 
week.
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Study Exercise 
Graphing Behavior
Using the data provided, complete the graphs below:
1. Example: On the first day, Susie read 8 pages, 4 on the second, 2
on the third, 10 on the fourth day, and 4 on the fifth
day. Record the page reading frequency for each day.
Number of 
pages 
read in 
text
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Days
2. Example: The teacher recorded the number of parent contacts she
had each day— no contacts on the first day, 3 on the 
second day, none of the third day, and 1 on the fourth 
day. Record the frequency of parent contacts per day.
Parent 5
Contacts
4
3
2
1
0
0 1 2  3 4
Days
Directions:
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Study Exercise 
Graphing
A teacher aide decides to moniter the number of praise 
statements she makes to children during 30 minute periods. 
Make a graph to record this behavior:
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In The Classroom 
Baseline Exercise
1. State a general problem you have observed in a classroom.
2. Narrow the problem to a manageable size (target behavior).
3. Select a:
a. frequency
b. duration.
4. Do a frequency or duration count for the behavior for 5 days 
(baseline).
5. Select change procedure (Phase I).
a. Define 1, 2, or 3 small steps toward a new behavior and briefly 
describe these under change procedure headings,
b. Select one of these on which you will begin. Example: Phase I
Change Procedure: Teacher says "good girl" each time child
speaks.
6. Compare results of the first change procedure with the baseline.
7. Consider Phase II, the second change procedure. If results are 
satisfactory in Phase 1, you may not with to move to Phase II.
CltiXu' 3 tf&jr.e___________________________________ paSe Begin
*S:ara'*t Sohavicji: (CteaezaX P r a M e r e )   ______ __
&  VIV.Sf.ll________ _ rwASS*________ OKA3E,_________
CJ«AXGiFROC£ous:: CKANScfAacsount s»munEt>pa;;-nuH£
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Final Comments and Review
Use of Observation
The use of the observation systems, as discussed in this module, 
allows a teacher to gather additional information on a child. This 
information would be useful in planning instruction and could include 
discussions about:
•learner objectives 
.instructional materials 
.assessment 
.teaching procedures 
.behavior management 
.classroom environment 
Student characteristics in which information would be helpful in plan­
ning instruction could include the following:
.behavioral patterns
.receptive and expressive language ability
•interpersonal skills
.academic functioning
•adaptive behavior
.motivations - reward expectations
.sensory functioning
.motor functioning
•self-concept
.peer relationships
•emotional stability
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Specified Ways to Improve Observation Skills
The skill of the teacher will determine the effectiveness of all
observation methods. Observation can be improved by:
.Practicing observing. The more the teacher uses observation re­
cording systems, the more efficient and reliable the teacher will be­
come in the use of observation and in the use of time.
.Setting up an observation schedule. Scheduling observation will 
improve efficiency.
.Utilizing teacher aides when available.
.Utilizing data obtained from peers, parents, or the child himself
to assist the teacher in the observation process.
.Describing target behavior in behavioral terms. Teachers need to 
be able to precisely define behaviors so that others would be able to 
agree that they saw it,
.Making sure the purpose of the observation is clear. Remember the 
purpose will determine the choice of the observation recording system.
.Making sure the record keeping procedures are appropriate, effic­
ient and easily understood by someone else.
.Being precise in recording the behavior. If an observer is not 
precise, information could be misinterpreted,
.Using a variety of settings, used over a period of time, for data 
collection. Since some observations could reflect a temporary problem, 
the teacher should look at a large sample of behavior to determine what 
is typical for the student. A sufficient sampling of behaviors is 
needed for reliability and validity.
.Checking the reliability of the data. Occasionally the teacher
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should ask someone else to observe the same student and the data should 
be compared; or several ratings should be used.
.Interpreting the data with caution. Action-inferences should be 
made on the basis of accumulated evidence.
.Recording the data immediately following the observation.
.Minimizing the effect of the observer on the observed by being as 
unobtrusive as possible.
.Making better use of time. This would result when teachers util­
ize time that is free from direct responsibilities from students to make 
observations. This would include time when students are being super­
vised by others, such as special teachers, playground supervisors, 
volunteers, and tutors.
.Occasionally video taping, filming, or taking photographs and 
tape recording the child. These can be used for training teachers in 
observation procedures as well as for actual observations.
.Placing observation aids in various locations throughout the 
classroom. Index cards, small notebooks, and copies of various record 
forms should be placed at various locations around the classroom so 
that time is not wasted going to a file or to the teacher's desk to 
obtain the record forms.
■Utilizing timers or counters when frequencies of behavior are 
tallied or in which time sampling is being used.
.Developing a coding system when it will increase the efficiency of 
recording.
.Becoming selective in observations and focusing on behaviors 
which tend to be representative of behavior patterns.
Review
In this module, the teacher learned to interpret behavior by pin­
pointing specific target behaviors. This, in turn, lead to a study of 
appropriate recording systems. Several exercises follow which provide 
a review and require comparison of different recording systems.
Review
Study Questions and Exercises
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Review Questions 
Purposes of Observation
1. The following are two reasons for observation:
.to group children within a particular classroom or to form 
classroom groups.
•to measure outcomes of instruction.
List at least three others:
2. Name at least five characteristics of the student about which ob­
servational information would be useful in planning instruction.
Can you think of some ways a teacher might improve observation 
techniques in the classroom?
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4. What do you perceive to be your strengths as an effective observer 
of children in the classroom?
5. What do you perceive to be your weaknesses? (if any)
6. What value do you see in continued observation (by you and/or by 
others) of the behaviors of children in your class? What, if any, 
observation techniques discussed in this module might you use in 
your classroom? For what reasons?
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Review Question Answers 
Purposes of Observation
1. The following are two reasons for observation:
.to group children within a particular classroom or to form class­
room groups.
•to measure outcomes of instruction.
List at least three others:
.to provide special study and remedial instruction.
.to evaluate capability and accomplishments.
.to foster educational goals.
.to discover educationally and socially maladjusted children.
2. List at least five characteristics of the student about which ob­
servational information would be useful in planning instruction.
Answers could include such things as:
.behavioral patterns
.receptive and expressive lanaguage ability
.interpersonal skills
.academic functioning
.adaptive behavior
.motivations - reward expectations
.sensory functioning
.motor functioning
.self concept
.peer relationships
.emotional stability
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3. Can you think of some ways a teacher might improve observation 
techniques in the classroom?
.Record the observation immediately--don’t rely on your memory.
.Record accurately3 objectively3 and as completely as possible. 
Learn to sort out your feelings from the facts,
.If possible3 try to use several ratingss taken by a number of 
different observations.
.Monitor your observations to eliminate observer biases.
. Operationally define behaviors to be observed.
,Information should be gathered over an adequate period of time 
and a variety of situations to insure that a valid3 reliable and 
sufficient sampling of behavior is obtained prior to drawing con­
clusions.
.Look for patterns of behavior that can be substantiated through 
other means of assessment,
, Where possible} have others observe the same behavior and compare 
the findings, (Sometimes outside observers note behaviors that 
the teacher does not see,)
.Make use of time when learners are being supervised by others} 
such as at recess or during team-teaching,
.Schedule certain time periods for observation,
.Develop coding or shorthand systems to record information quicker.
.Focus on behaviors which tend to be representative of behavior 
patterns. Become selective in your observations,
,Regard observation data as hypotheses to be tested3 not conclu­
sive evidence about the child.
Study Question
Teachers who have used observation techniques sometimes report 
that observing children is a time-consuming process.
Can you think of some ways which would increase the efficiency 
observation?
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Study Question Answer
Teachers who have used observation techniques sometimes report 
that observing children is a time-consuming process.
Can you think of some ways which would increase the efficiency of 
observation?
1. Make better use of time. This would result when teaehers utilize 
time that is free from direet responsibilities from students to make 
observations. This would include time when students are being 
supervised by others3 such as special teachers3 playground super­
visorss volunteerss and tutors.
2. Practice observing. The more the teacher uses observation recording 
systems3 the more efficient the teacher will become in the use of 
observation and in the use of time.
3. Set up an observation schedule. Scheduling observation will improve 
efficiency.
4. Utilize teacher aides, peers, parents, or the child himself to 
assist the teacher in the observation process.
5. Video tapingfilms, take photographs and tape record. These can be 
used for training teaehers in observation procedures as well as for 
actual observations.
6. Place observation aids in various locations throughout the classroom. 
Index cardsj small notebooks3 and copies of various record forms 
should be placed at various locations throughout the classroom so 
that time is not wasted going to a file or to the teacher 's desk to 
obtain the record forms.
7. Utilize timers or counters when frequencies of behavior are tallied 
or in which time sampling is being used.
Can you think of others?
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Review Exercise
Record Keeping Systems
Directions: Match the type of record form with its most unique charac­
teristic :
a. anecdotal record
b . rating scale
c. participation chart
d. checklist
e. time sampling
f. duration
g. frequency count
1 .
2 .
5.
used when behavior of many 
learners can be observed 
simultaneously
used with those behaviors 
which are discrete units of 
behavior
used when looking for the 
existency or non-existence 
of specific behaviors in 
certain situations
used when behaviors occur 
at a very high rate
used to perceive factual 
descriptions of behaviors 
in essentially the same 
form and sequency in which 
the behavior occurred
6. used when seeking information 
on the length of time enga­
ged in a specific behavior 
or event
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Review Exercise Answers 
Record Keeping Systems
Directions: Match the type of record form with its most unique charac-
teristic:
a. anecdotal record c 1. used when behavior of many
learners can be observed
b. rating scale simultaneously
c. participation chart b 2. used with those behaviors
which are discrete units of
d. checklist behavior
e. time sampling d 3. used when looking for the
existency or non-existence
f. duration of specific behaviors in
certain situations
g- frequency count
e 4. used when behaviors occur
at a very high rate
a 5. used to perceive factual
descriptions of behaviors 
in essentially the same 
form and sequency in which 
the behavior occurred
f 6. used when seeking information
on the length of time enga­
ged in a specific behavior 
or event
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Review Exercise
A. Describe a child.
Directions: Write several short descriptions about a child in your
classroom. Use whatever available information you have 
on the child.
B. Examine the behavior.
Directions: Go back to your descriptions. Put a "B" in front of
those statements that are truly behaviors. Next, add 
a "T" in front of target behaviors— those behaviors
that are specific enough that you could actually see
change in them during the next few weeks. (i.e., B—  
speaks with a lisp, TB— seldom completes an assignment.)
C. Behavior change.
Directions: From your list of target behaviors, select one in which
you would like to see change in the next few weeks. Be
sure the target behavior you pick is observable and 
countable.
D. Determine the observation recording system.
Directions: Describe the observation procedure you will use. Why
did you choose this procedure?
Post-Test
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POST-TEST 
Teacher Observation Skills
Name
Use a T to identify those statements which are true and an F to ident­
ify those statements which are false.
 1. Observation is defined as the process of systematically look­
ing at and recording behavioral information for the purpose 
of making instructional decisions.
 2. Teachers make observations that are mostly systematic.
 3. The first step in the observation process is to determine the
type of recording form which will be used to gather needed 
information.
 4. Recording behavior can be defined as writing your observations
in a planned way.
 5. Observational data which is gathered in a variey of situations
and at a variety of times result in a reliable sample of beha­
vior upon which to make instructional decisions.
 6. An observation schedule is helpful but not necessary because
teachers are constantly observing the children in the class­
room.
 7. Basically the same observation principles are used regardless
of whether learners, teachers, or instructional environments 
are being observed.
 8. Most observers do not possess biases which wpuld influence
their interpretation of what they observed.
 9. The most important element to consider when selecting the
record form to be used is the amount of time involved to get 
the needed information.
 10. Behavior and characteristics are observable whereas processes
are not observable.
 11. The type of record to be used in the observation process will
depend on the purposes of the observation,
 12. When the description of the behavior to be observed is opera­
tionally defined, accurate, and specific, the behavior can be 
observed in any child at any time, by any person.
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Multiple Choice
 13. The type of instrument most appropriate for gathering observa­
tional data will depend on:
a. the instructional decisions to be made
b. the ease of recording
c. the degree of objectivity and reliability
d. both a and b
e. all of the above
 14. The most reliable observational data is that which is recorded:
a. at the end of an activity period
b. at the time it occurred
c. at the end of the day
d. when the observer can discuss the behavior with the child
 15. Observation consists of a system or method of observing which
should be adhered to. Which of the following does not consist 
of one of the four basic steps:
a. conducting the observation
b. determining the purpose
c. drawing interpretations
d. selecting a schedule
e. identifying and developing the record form
 16. Making appropriate instructional decisions is the ultimate
reason for observation. Other reasons for conducting obser­
vations are:
a. to gather information to be used in early detection of 
problems
b. to gather information to be used to evaluate learner 
achievements
c. to gather information to be used for accountability
d. both a and b
e. none of the above
 17. When observing each member of a group’s question-answering
behavior during science class, you should use:
a. rating scale
b . participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
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 18. When determining children's (entire class) attendance in the
learning centers, you would use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
 19. Which method of observing could tell something about the qual­
ity of behavior?
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. time sampling
d. duration count
e. none of the above
 20. When observing a series of behaviors to determine whether the
student can perform them, you would use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. time sampling
d. checklist
e. none of the above
 21. When the behavior is observed at predetermined periods of time,
you would use:
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. time sampling
d. participation chart
e. none of the above
Behavior is defined as anything which can be seen, heard, counted, or 
measured. Put an X beside those words which denote behaviors:
 22. smiles
 23. interrupts
24. understands
25. possesses
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Name_
Use a 
those
T 1
T__2
F__3
T__4
T__5
F__6
T__7
F__8
F__9
T_10 
T_ll 
T 12
POST-TEST - ANSWERS 
Teacher Observation Skills
T to identify those statements which are true and an F to identify 
statements which are false.
Observation is defined as the process of systematically .looking 
at and recording behavioral information for the purpose of 
making instructional decisions.
Teachers make observations that are mostly systematic.
The first step in the observation process is to determine the 
type of recording form which will be used to gather needed 
information.
Recording behavior can be defined as writing your observations 
in a planned way.
Observational data which is gathered in a variety of situations 
and at a variety of times result in a reliable sample of beha­
vior upon which to make instructional decisions.
An observation schedule is helpful but not necessary because 
teachers are constantly observing the children in the classroom.
Basically the same observation principles are used regardless 
of whether learners, teachers, or instructional environments 
are being observed.
Most observers do not possess biases which would influence 
their interpretations of what they observed.
The most important element to consider when selecting the 
record form to be used is the amount of time involved to get 
the needed information.
Behavior and characteristics are observable whereas processes 
are not observable.
The type of record to be used in the observation process will 
depend on the purposes of the observation.
When the description of the behavior to be observed is opera­
tionally defined, accurate and specific, the behavior can be 
observed in any child at any time, by any person.
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Multiple Choice
e 13. The type of instrument most appropriate for gathering obser­
vational data will depend on:
a. the instructional decisions to be made
b. the ease of recording
c. the degree of objectivity and reliability
d. both a and b
e. all of the above
b 14. The most reliable observational data is that which is recorded:
a. at the end of an activity period
b. at the time it occurred
c. at the end of the day
d. when the observer can discuss the behavior with the child
c 15. Observation consists of a system or method of observing which 
should be adhered to. Which of the following does not consist 
of one of the four basic steps:
a. conducting the observation
b. determining the purpose
c. drawing interpretations
d. selecting a schedule
e. identifying and developing the record form
d 16. Making appropriate instructional decisions is the ultimate
reason for observation. Other reasons for conducting obser­
vations are:
a. to gather information to be used in early detection of 
problems
b. to gather information to be used to evaluate learner 
achievements
c. to gather information to be used for accountability
d. both a and b
e. none of the above
b 17. When observing each member of a group’s, question-answering 
behavior during science class, you should use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
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b 18. When determining children’s (entire class) attendance in the 
learning centers, you would use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. checklist
d. time sampling
e. none of the above
a 19. Which method of observing could tell something about the qual­
ity of behavior?
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. time sampling
d. duration count
e. none of the above
d 20. When observing a series of behaviors to determine whether the 
student can perform them, you would use:
a. rating scale
b. participation chart
c. time sampling
d. checklist
e. none of the above
c 21. When the behavior is observed at predetermined periods of time, 
you would use:
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. time sampling
d. participation chart
e. none of the above
Behavior is defined as anything which can be seen, heard, counted, or 
measured. Put an X beside those words which denote behaviors:
X 22. smiles
X 23. interrupts
24. understands
25. possesses
Appendix
Sample Forms
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Anecdotal Record Form 
1-------------------------------------------------------------
Name of Student________________________Date______________
Grade_________ School________________________Time*_______
(*Note length of observation)
Describe classroom setting (number of students, arrangement 
of classroom, etc.)
Activity (Ex: Reading, Math)
Observation:
Additional Comments:
  _____ Was the student's behavior during the ob-
Yes No served period of time "typical" of his
usual school performance?
Signature of the Observer
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Sample - Descriptive Graphic Rating Scale
Student/Self-Evaluation
(Students evaluate their own experiences by marking a place 
on a line.)
1. Did you pay attention during the lesson?
paid no attention paid attention 
during the lesson when it was my
turn
paid strict 
attention dur­
ing the lesson
2. Were you able to answer the questions?
it was difficult I was able to I was able it was 
to answer the answer a few to answer easy to 
questions questions most ques- answer the
tions questions
3. Did you talk during the lesson?
never talked at talked only when 
all during asked to 
session
talked all the 
time during 
lesson
4. Did you learn anything new during the lesson?
learned nothing learned 5 
new new things
learned 10 
new things •
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Sample? Descriptive Graphic Rating Scale
Name Dnt«_
Observer _____________________________________________
Directions: Put an X at any point along the line to indicate the child's
performance on each Item. N/0 indicutes no opportunity to 
observe.
1. To vhuc extent does the child speak to other children?
Child willingly Child speaks only Child will not speak (*
speaks to other when spoken to by to other children N/O
children other children unless so directed by
adult figure
2. To vhut extent does the child speak to adults?
Child willingly Child will speak to Child will not speak
speaks to adults adults only when to adults willingly N/0
spoken to first
3, To what extent does the child participate in activities?
Child is anxious Child is hesitant Child refuses to
to participate in to participate in participate in any N/O
ell activities any activity unless activity
asked
4. To what extent does the child display aggressive behavior, i.e., kicking?
Child actively 
pe.ruues aggressive 
behaviors
Child is easily 
Induced to display 
aggressive behavior
Child displays few 
aggressive behaviors 
unless provoked
N/0
5. To what extent does the child share his personal belongings?
Child will allow 
other children to 
uee his personal 
belongings
Child will allow 
other children to 
use his personal 
belongings when 
asked by adult
Child never wants 
other children to 
use his personal 
belonginge
6. To what extent is the child attentive to adults when spoken to?
N/0
Child will listen 
to adult speaking, 
will not turn away
Child will occa­
sionally turn away 
from adult speaker
Child turns away from 
speaking adult, needs to N/0 
bo held In position.
7. To trhat extent dcos the child porform tasks with ocher children?
Child will perform Child wlLl only Child will only perform
task with other perform c.ibk with given task nlonh. N/0
children easily, one or two friends/
without argument children
8. To what extent docs the child display opouccacoi-s affection, i.e., hugging?
Child dlnpluy^ Child occasionally Child Joes not display
hugging behavior dlnplivs huy.gfng h-v,>•.!?•>; behavior with
oftim with peers behavior with peers peers or udultn N/0
end adults end adults
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Time Sample Recording Sheet
Seh&vio:
219
Sample Form
Time Sampling
Name
Date
Observer
Behavior Description
m- r. • j * . •. Number ofTime Period Activity ,----------   ^ Times Observed
(Total)
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Sample Form
Frequency Count
Date: from to
Name:
Observer:
Targeted Behavior:
Date Tally Total
Average per day =
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Frequency Count Recording Sheet
Class___
Behavior
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Sample Form
Duration Record
Date: from to
Student:
Teacher:
Targeted Behavior:
Date Time
from to Minutes (total)
_
-— --------
Average
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Sample Behavior Observation Form
Name:___
Observer:
Date Behaviordescription
Frequency Conditions of occurrence
224
Tally Form
Child' s Name Dates
Observer
Target Behavior
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Total
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday 
Friday 
Week Total
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Sample Participation Chart
f *wwv.«Muww«,r*m»Ui
Ac civi. ty
O b s e r v e r ; Date
Name
j ----------
i -
Code:
fr~f~p
r
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Student: Date 
Observer: Activity:
Time Observation Began:
Time Observation Ended: 
Number of Minutes Observed:
Target
Behaviors
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Sample Behavior Observation Record
Name:______________
Date of Observation: 
Observer:
Subject
Duration
Start I End 1
Frequency Total
Time.
Base
Rate
Description of behavior:_
Description of behavior:_
Description of behavior:
Nu
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me
s 
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un
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d
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Graph - Behavior
Daily Observation of_____________________’s
(name) (behavior)
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Weekly Graph
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Baseline Data Record
Target Behavior
Target Behavior
Evaluation Form
232
Teacher Observation Skills
Evaluation Form
Check one: Elementary________  Secondary________  Special Ed.
Check one: Teacher Student
Directions: Critically evaluate the instructional module. Circle the
appropriate number to indicate your rating on the scale 
provided for responses to questions 1-10. Suggest modi­
fications for improving the module in the spaces provided.
1. How relevant was this module to you?
Irrelevant 1 2  3 4 5 Relevant
Somewhat
Comments:
2. How adequate was the pre and post tests in evaluating competencies 
focused upon in the module?
Inadequate 1 2  3 4 5 Adequate
Somewhat
Comments:
3. How helpful was the instructional content presented in the module 
toward acquiring the competencies described in the objectives? 
Confusing 1 2  3 4 5 Very Helpful
No Help
Comments:
How understandable was the overall level of vocabulary?
Too General 1 2  3 4 5 Too Technical
Just Right
Comments:
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5. How appealing was the overall structural arrangement of the module? 
Distracting 1 2  3 4 5 Appealing
No Effect
Comments:
6. Did the variety of learning exercises provide meaningful instruc­
tion in your learning style?
Confusing 1 2  3 4 5 Meaningful
Somewhat
Comments:
7. Does the module provide instructions and learning materials de­
signed to build the competencies which it purports to build? 
Irrelevant 1 2  3 4 5 Very Helpful
Somewhat
Comments:
8. Did you find this an enjoyable approach to instruction?
Distasteful 1 2  3 4 5 Very Enjoyable
Indifferent
Comments:
9. How much time did you spend on the module? _______
10. What would you change (add/omit) about this module?
234
11. List any other helpful comments or suggestions you would make in 
regarding the modification of this module.
(a )_________________________________________________________________ _
_(b)_______________ ___________________________________
00   _
(d)
References
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ABSTRACT
The Use of Instructional Modules 
as an Effective Rural Inservice Delivery System
Kent P. Gerlach 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Effective inservice training for regular educators is now and shall 
continue to be a critical need for teacher training programs, state 
educational agencies, local school districts and teacher organizations. 
Given the mandates of P.L. 94-142, all teachers must eventually receive 
meaningful special education-relevant inservice training.
In rural and remote sparsely populated school districts, however, 
it is neither economically feasible nor, perhaps, even possible to pro­
vide both direct instructional and supportive practica activities with­
out employment of some type of printed supplementary material. This 
material must necessarily extend instruction in such areas, for their 
very remoteness often precludes the more extensive instructional con­
tact available on university campuses. The emerging development of 
instructional modules reflects one of the profession’s more logical 
attempts to address this pressing need.
Instructional modules have been defined as sets of learning activ­
ities, including rationales, objectives, pre-assessment and post-assess- 
ment, which are intended to facilitate the learner's acquisition of 
content related to specific objectives. The available literature (and 
corresponding research) on module development and module effectiveness 
is presently sparse. Few self instruction modules have been or are now 
being developed to supplement inservice training and demand.
A self instruction module on "Teacher Observation Skills" was 
developed by the author and field tested in rural Clark County, Nevada. 
This module, included as an appendix to this paper, is designed for 
both pre-service and inservice training and possesses the following 
general characteristics:
a. general rationales and objectives which indicate the nature 
of the module and its relationship to other objectives or 
activities;
b. specific objectives which specify learnings to be achieved 
when the module is used as indicated;
c. specified activities which may include reading generalization 
activities based on the printed materials, individual activ­
ities, worksheets, exercises and examples;
d. learning which relates to particular modes of activity of 
performance levels which range from simple knowledge of some 
concept to its direct application in the classroom; and
e. pre and post-assessment of module content to indicate 
participant gain in knowledge and (where appropriate) 
application.
The "Teacher Observation Skills" module emphasizes teacher-made 
observation systems which may be readily utilized by the classroom 
teacher who is instructing with or without an aide. The text and examples 
are organized into three main parts. Part I of the Teacher Observation 
Skills Module consists of general guidelines and skills common to most 
observational settings and recording systems. Topics include: steps
in planned observation, advantages and purposes of observation, pin­
pointing behavior and summarizing through action inferences. Part II 
deals with simple recording systems used to describe, check and rate 
behavior. Specifically, anecdotal records, checklists and rating scales 
may be found in this section. Part III consists of specific recording 
systems for enumerating frequency and duration of behavior. Topics 
include time sampling, frequency counts, duration records, participation 
charts, graphing and baseline recording.
In contrast to traditional on-campus inservice training programs, 
particularly those involving populations from remote areas, the use of 
instructional modules can significantly reduce instructional costs.
While the initial printing cost of modules is relatively high, their 
mass employment makes their use cheaper than the aggregate costs of 
instructors, participant transportation and per diem expenditures typical 
of most inservices.
At the same time, modules represent a means of individualizing 
instruction, since they can be structured to the needs of each partici­
pant learner. Their pre and post assessment, additionally, can provide 
immediate feedback on progress to the individual student. Finally, 
instructional modules can be utilized in pre-service as well as in- 
service programs, in urban as well as rural settings.
For all of these reasons, module development to supplement, and in 
some circumstances, supplant more traditional forms of instruction in 
special education, is an area of great potential interest and activity. 
This present paper is an initial step toward the realization of such 
potential.
